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Jesus is the L • the Li 
Dh, Jesus is the 
Jesus is the 
And He's shining, 
cal morning 
the world; 
of the world; 
of the 
in my soul. 
service at Holiness 
Tabernacle opens with the above song, or with one very similar in 
style and content. Sister F. may this song, with the rest 
of the ion J in on the second line. Brother V. 
adds bass someone the drums, ng grows 
1 and women tambourines up off the pews. Church is 
This paper is the result of a field study of Holiness 
a for a local Black Pentecostal church. I 
conceived of the proJect as a way to combine my interest in both 
and reI on and also to me with an 
introduction to anthropol fieldwork. The primary focus of 
my work, then, has been on fieldwork rather than on 1 
although I have i ed both in this paper. 
because of my on fieldwork I have chosen not to 
concentrate on the fact that this is a church, due to my 
lack of knowledge in the realm of Black Studies. While by no 
means ignoring that Holiness Tabernacle is a Black church, I have 
1 
focused instead on its Pentecostal identity. 
My for a church amenable to study began with a search 
for area churches that would fit roughly under the of 
"charismatic" - characterized manifestations of the Holy 
Ghost, "emotiona " and so forth. After visits to two 
churches, which included my first "testimony" and the only 
vehement lecture I ever received on the necessity of salvation, I 
attended Holiness Tabernacle. I settled on this church primarily 
because were friendly, the ion was small, the 
service was "led by the Holy Ghost,« and there appeared to be an 
established visitor/non-member role. In other words, it seemed 
suitable for my part observation. 
I attended Holiness Tabernacle regularly from September 30 -
December 9, 1 
1985. 
and attended sporadically during January and 
The Sunday morning service was the primary 
setting for my icipant observation. I also attended Sunday 
the Sunday evening and a revival service at 
various times and conducted limited interviewing. I found 
fa easy to establish, for the members seemed as eager to make 
me feel "at home" as I was anxious not to stick out as a White 
col student studying them. Sister F. arranged a ride for me 
whenever the weather was bad, kept track of school vacat and 
called me up if I missed a Sunday. For several weeks I was 
acknowledged from the pulpit as "our col student" and asked 
to whave a word" during the time allotted to welcoming visitors. 
I was referred to as "Just a member of the family," and 
I was not even noteworthy. At this point, the 
2 
ng me as "Sister Word." 
In order to establish my research I verbalized my 
academic interest to those members with whom I spoke, and also 
chose not to be a full participant. I refrained from kneeling at 
ly leery of the altar call, the altar at any time, being 
when the presence of an unsaved person may be interpreted as a 
desire for baptism and salvation. Although I did "test " when 
called upon to do so, I rehearsed my testimony beforehand 
in order to ensure that it roughly fit the usual style without 
including any comments that would contradict my stated intent. 
Besides the momentary egocentric panic I felt when Elder H. 
began the altar call with statements such as, "There is one among 
us who is in need of prayer ...• " I felt no overt pressure to 
convert. Members to have little understanding 
of what other Christian denominations believe. Although several 
knew that I was raised in a minister's family, one member 
once asked if I knew of Jesus Christ and another later asked if I 
had heard of Christmas. Many people in a 
did 
that "it will all sink in one day, ", and one 
points of would always 
after 
"Isn't that 
?" Thus, while I never felt pressure to seek salvation, I 
unease at their inability or unwillingness to 
understand me as academically interested and their assumption 
that such biblically-based beliefs would by their very 
nature have an effect on me. 
Holiness Tabernacle is housed in a small one-story building, 
a di sign on the lawn indicating the name of the church 
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and the times o£ the services. The building consisted 
only o£ the 
on following page). 
with a dining room added later (see layout 
Approximately 25-30 adults attend each 
Sunday, the maJority being women by a ratio of approximat 6:1. 
Most members are unrelated. All o£ the members are Black 
Amer with the 6£ one White man who is married to 
one o£ the church's ministers. The maJority of members live in 
Oberlin and seem to be o£ middle to lower income, 
are ions to both o£ these ions. 
although there 
The pastor, 
Elder H., lives in Cleveland and works a night shi£t at the 
He is typical o£ this sect's pastors, in that he holds 
an outside Job and is not seminary educated. 
The £ocal point o£ the church week is the Sunday morning 
service. This is by a Sunday School £or all ages, and 
is £ollowed in the evening by a second service. Bible class and 
the Missionaries auxiliaries meet each week, while the choir and 
the remaining auxiliaries meet only sporadically. The Sunday 
service is o£ten cancelled in £avor o£ "£ellowship" 
travel to a sister church £or a 
is usually in commemoration of a pastor's 
service. Such a visit 
or is an 
annual event, to be £ollowed by a return visit from that church. 
Holiness Tabernacle owns a van which is driven to these services 
by both women and men. 
I was unsuccess£ul in locating the sect to which Holiness 
Tabernacle belongs in any listing o£ holiness or Pentecostal 
ions. However, Holiness Tabernacle is one of 20-30 
churches organized under the name of The Original Glorious Church 
of God in Christ. Headquarters o£ this sect are located in 
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West while the senior resides in Hunti 
Columbus, Ohio. 
who 
Directly under this are Junior bishops, 
also ly have limited administrative duties 
while also serving a parish and holding an outside Job. Male and 
female 
local par 
who are appointed by the senior bishop, serve 
often at the same church for 10-15 
years. Each of these churches also has who 
feel "called by the 
Although 
draws on the 
and 
call from God and God-
rit" to "preach the word of God.» 
are ordained, the entire 
whose only ifications need to be a 
abilities to the task. 
I have in the course of this proJect, that there 
are both advantages and d to fieldwork undertaken 
within one's own culture. One reason that I decided to study a 
charismatic church was that I wanted to remove myself from my own 
church which I feared would blind me to many features 
of a mainline Protestant church. I did find my reI 
background useful in that I was able quickly to find order in 
chaos and blend in to the service. However, it did not 
spare me the "culture shock" I felt after two hours at the first 
church that I visited: 
my own familiar world. 
I was very glad to return to campus and 
Throughout my field study, I found it 
very helpful to be able to work at my own pace, making contact 
with Holiness Tabernacle when and how I felt it to be most 
Needless to say, I also did not have to contend 
with a language barrier or maleria. 
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My contact with these 
context and in their daily lives, 
both in a church 
was actually quite limited. I 
often had to turn down offers to travel to another church or 
attend Bible Study because of academic conflicts. I also was not 
able to immerse myself in these 's lives, 
H. really does say, "God bless you" when 
to see if Sister 
anger her and to 
see how many 
prayer each weeK: 
actually do go to Minister S. 's home for 
I was not able to gather the wealth of 
information that one could have gleaned from constant contact. 
I did, 
socialize with, talk 
have the cultural skills necessary to 
interview, and Joke with these people 
and thus was able to move quickly into a tion of rapport and 
mutual I also was able to focus on a sub-culture 
without first having to learn about an entirely new 
Although the of immersion in an unfamiliar culture are 
within one's own culture likewise affords several many, 
a maJor one 
intact and the 
can begin. 
the vast cultural background 
level at which observation and 
My primary interest throughout my research has been on 
ions of ritual. I have begun, however, with a chapter 
entitled, "The Historical Background of Pentecostalism. " This 
Black briefly traces the development of the 
Pentecostal/holiness tradition from its theological origins in 
the century to the founding of Holiness Tabernacle's 
organization in 1921. 
historical context in which to 
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This provides a social and 
Holiness Tabernacle and its 
ritual. 
know 
The second "Elements of the Ritual," views a 
of the character of the ritual as essential for one to 
understand Holiness Tabernacle. The Sunday morning service is 
the focal point of the church week and, as such, defines the 
roles and ritualistic that constitute the church. This 
section describes a typical service and then breaks the service 
down into roles and maJor ritualistic elements. 
"Ritual and Reality," further explores the role of ritual, 
on the symbiotic relationship between the ritual and the 
church members. 
in the members, 
Ritual not only creates attitudes and emotions 
but the members also choose to attend a church 
that encourages the attitudes and emotions that they view as 
valid. This looks at the moods, motivations, and world 
view supported and fostered by the ritual. 
The fourth chapter, 
purpose of ritual 





as not only worship, but also as 
of God. The Holy Ghost, as the spirit 
is not only central to the ritual, but also 
into each saved person, thereby affecting members 
both within and outside of the ritual context. The final 
"The Church as World 
the ritual affects daily life. 
" some ways in which 
Members conceive of themselves as 
set from the world and try to live a life ng to God. 
This section examines the extent to which members are "not of the 
world" and the ways in which the church supports this 1 
This paper thus begins by setting out a context in which to 
understand Holiness Tabernacle and. its ritual and ends by 
examining ways in which beliefs in the ritual are acted 
8 
out in daily life. It 
strives to maintain a close relationsh 
ure of a church that 
with God, one that grows 
out of the ritual and then is carried into daily life. The value 
of such a study is not limited to an understanding of one small 
church in one small town, however. It enhances the understanding 
of a myraid of other small sects that, while differing on minor 
nts, share the same Pentecostal/holiness orientation. It is, 
finally, a contribution to a topic of interest to 
anthropology. that of humanity's age-old involvement in the realm 
of the reI 
9 
CHAPTER ONE 
Tell me, what know 'bout Jesus? 
He's alright! 
Tell me, know 'bout Jesus? 
He's alright! 
Tell me, whattaya know 'bout Jesus? 
He's alrightl 
Alright, alright, alright. 
Pentecostalism is often viewed as a sect on the fanatical 
of Christi Many 's of this form of 
Christianity is limited to notions of excess emotionalism, 
of chattering in the of unknown tongues, and 
ions of the ion shouting out "Amen!" and 
"HalleluJahl" in chaotic fashion. Pentecostalism is 
a disorderly collection of ecstatic rituals. It has a 
that the of the United States and is 
intimately bound up in the of American revivalism 
that this new country. An examination of Pentecostalism's 
hi reveals that this denomination grew out of the mid-
nineteenth Holiness Movement, which was at the center of 
progress mainline Protestantism in this period. It also 
shows that Black Americans a crucial role in 
Pentecostalism's although the new denomination quickly 
10 
divided racially. A study of Pentecostalism's hi thus 
to in this movement as a and natural outgrowth of 
Christianity. 
The history of Pentecostalism also provides a ive 
for understanding Holiness Tabernacle. It allows one to see the 
intellectual currents and ideas from which it developed and to 
understand its in as a of both Holiness and 
Pentecostal traditions. In this way it provides a valuable 
context in which to study Holiness 
and enrich one's knowledge of a 
to extend 
Black Pentecostal church. 
The Holiness Movement originated in the mid-1700's in the 
theology of John the founder of Methodism. Although the 
modern United Methodist Church has reJected Wes 's teaching of 
a "second blessing," this was a component of 
Methodism and was retained by other Wesleyan-based churches that 
later. taught that a Christian should 
two of reI The first was 
or Justification, the of 
sins committed. The second would eradicate 
"inbred incurred from the Fall in Eden. This 
encounter with the Holy Ghost resulted in a purity of motives and 
desires that would aid one in becoming victorious over sin. This 
second was called Christian or 
sanctification (Synan 1971: 13-33). 
Methodism was carried to the American colonies from Britain 
in the 1740's, led by periods of revival this 
11 
new denomination qu The notion of Christian 
ion, or sanctification, fell out of however, and 
received little attention until its reemergence in the 1830's, 
when it was up by "the reformist and ionist 
currents of pre-Civil War America as the of the 
interaction of Methodism and American revivalism" (Dayton and 
1976: 67). The famous Revival of 1857- led in 
by Charles G. Finney, Oberlin Col 's second president, 
led these ionist ideas into wider the 
and others 
ionism into their t 
Post Civil War America found itself embroiled in great 
social turmoil: among its many 600,000 had 
the southern economy was in and the White population 
was faced with the influx as free citizens of the entire former 
slave ion. Many White Christ the 
churches to be and and therefore of little 
at this crucial time. In the North, this situation 
served as a fer the of Christian 
which took the form of a "holiness " acting as 




as a whole 
desire for some effective, 
force which could enable 
other Christ and through 
to cope with the disturbing 





The result was the formation of the National Campmeeting 
Association for the Promotion of Holiness and several other 
interdenominational zat the purpose of this movement 
to reform the church as a whole. By 1870, the holiness 
12 
crusade had t.he nat 
SClUth, but primarily a White concern. 
in "the 
This movement 
may be seen as a against the austerities of 
stressing instead the Jubilant message not only of an accessible 
salvation, but of the bil 
life. The Holiness Movement 
d€?fini te exper a belief in 
clf tual ion in this 
sanctification as a 
faith healing, and the 
second coming of Christ, along with a return to a rather 
puritanical attitude toward 1 strict rules 
low cut etc. (Bloch Hoell 
1964: 15-16; Johnson 1961: 310). 
Although the Holiness Movement by now had 
several groups of inning in the 1870's, 
to feel that the established Methodist churches were not 
sanctification the it merited. At the same time, 
Methodist ion the validity of a "aecond 
bless .. "the mid-1890' a, groupa had to 
inter off and form their own denominations. 





internal schisms " (Stark and Bai 1981: 142). 1.: he 
end of the nineteenth this spl 
adherents had led to scores of new ic~ations, 
of holiness 
the appearance 
(:If new iatic and mission movements, and the formation of 
the Church of the many new denominat the 
Nazarene and the Pilgrim Holiness Church (Dayton and Dayton 1976: 
67) . 
One of the first holiness sects to emerge was founded by two 
Black men. Blac~k Amer however, had remained primarily on 
the of the revivals of the mid-1800's. Several authors 
have used this fact to argue that the "emotionalism" that is so 
ly with Black worship first broke out among 





are considered the black man's 
were first by 
whites 1974: 197). 
did Black Americans become in the Holineiils 
Movement and come to play a crucial role in the 
Pentc""cof'id:alism? In order to understand the relat betw€i~en 
Black Americans and Christianity, one must turn to a 
history of Black Christ 
A 
One of the earliest Black churches in the U.S. .i.s said to 
have been founded by a Mr. Palmer at Silver Bl South 
Carol some time between 1773 and 1775. A liberal master was 
the ron of 'the ion, allow slaves to serve as 
This master eventual freed one of the church's first 
so that he could without: 
inte:r'ference. Thus, freedom within the context of church life 
had a.n ing, for a Black could sometimes 
achieve freedom "through his own initiative and ::Lc 
from White and his own flock" and 
Nicholson 1969: 5), 
this:;: ::Lnning, ::Lt was not until the 
1800's that this "::Lnv::Lsible institution" to widely 
14 
among ttUi:' lS\!lave 




masters allowed slaves to hold 
as Other 
a slave with a minimal 
ions employed White 





After the early nineteenth 
(Simpson 1978: 
slave holders 
as sustaining rather than t 
perceived pious slaves to be better workers 
and easier to control. For the one function of 
element to a life that Christianity was to 
held no for family or future. "In the church, with their 
own kind, amid songs of ion and t.he of a 
lifeline could be thrown into the future (Wade 1971: 65), 
However, although virtual all American slaves had received some 
Christian reI ious instruction by the mid-nineteenth century, 
on attended church regularly; overall, the Whit.e 
instruction the slaves' reI 
(S 1978: 216--17). 
Christ.ianity was not confined t.o ion 1 helwever. 
In the cit. B1ac::k often attended church with White 
Met.hodists Dr ists. these Whi1:e 
churches did nDt welcome Black Americans as 
church 1 so " ... t.he 'black , of Christ's flock 
'fold by themselves'" in the years following the Revolut 
War. 
Phi 
One critical schism occurred in 1787. 
Black mem, Richard Allen and Absalom 
Two prt1minent 
led a 
grDup of Black Christians who at St .. 
Methodist Church. One Sunday the White ordered them 
15 
to move and take seats around the wal later them to 
the When a trustee attempted to pull Jones to his feet 
during prayer, the Black Americans marched out in a body. With 
the of some Quakers formed the Free African Society, 
which folded in 1791 when Jones and Allen pulled out, Jones to 
lead the Negro Church in America and Allen to help form 
the African Methodist (AME) Church, still a maJor Black 
denomination today (Jordan 1971: 49-50). 
By the mid-1790's, Black Americans had founded several 
racially churches in northern cities, as well as in 
some slave states. This was not by any means to the exclusion of 
interracial but the number of 
Black churches could not be denied. Often these were 
not churches but were within an established 
denomination. Whites Iy Black build 
their own church bui White and Black members of the same 
denomination then held their own services (Jordan 1971: 51; Wade 
1971: 71). However, many authors have out that the 
Whites' will to Black their own churches was 
not an affirmation of Black worth or culture. 
The splintering of the churches along racial lines was not 
simply a matter of recognizing that they would be 
more welcome elsewhere. It symbolized an increaSingly 
clear-cut and pervasive ion. It meant that the one 
institution which was at all prepared to the Negro as 
an equal was shattered ... (Jordan 1971: 52). 
In the pre-Civil War epoch, Whites 
Black religiousity. Black insurrectionary movements like that of 
Nat Turner made it unpopUlar to teach Black Americans to read and 
16 
and meet could be held only under watchful White 
eyes. The aftermath of the Civil War, however, gave new hope and 
life to Black The South was now t.o northern 
churches: AME and AME Zion churches moved in and grew rep idly 
unt.il only 35% of former Black members of predominant.ly White 
denominat.ions remained in those churches (Simpson 197B: 232). 
many new churches were founded as Black Americans schismed 
from White migrated north, or became involved in the 
missions of established as individuals and groups t.ook 
t.he irdtiat and as racial consciousness to grow 
and Nicholson 1969: 14 ). The emergence of t.he first Black 
holiness sect was part of this transformation. 
Elders C.H. Mason and C.P. Jones, two Black ministers from a 
Mississi are credited wit.h founding not only 
the first Black holiness sect, but also one of the first holiness 
sects to emerge from the Holiness Movement. In 1B95 they 
to the doctrine of entire sanctificat the 
experience for themselves. Their church quickly banned them from 
the church for these ; thus, in 1 Mason and Jones 
held a holiness revival of their own, marking the inception of 
what was to become 's Black Pentecostal 
denominat. t.he Church of God in Christ. (Synan 1971: 77 BO). 
Mason's church was the first. Southern holiness denominat.ion 
'\:0 be ly t.hus enabl Mason t.o ordain many Black 
ministers. White minist.ers also sought. ordination in Mason's 
and his ion soon became interracial. Now 
mi and Bible schools rapidly to appear in the South. 
One of t.hese schools was to become t.he catalyst for the 
17 
Pentecostal movement. 
The Rev. Charles Fox Parham the Bethel Bible School 
in Kansas in 1900. Forty students to learn the 
major tenets of holiness. One night, after having studied the 
Biblical account of Pentecost, a student for the baptism 
of the Holy Ghost, to be evidenced by Soon, 
every student the school was aflame with these 
up in the ecstacy. News of this incredible behavior 
reached the press, and soon Parham left his school to n a 
tour of revivals. 
attention of W.J. 
During this tour, Parham's the 
a Black Baptist minister. Seymour 
to attend Parham's where he met Neely a 
Black woman from Los When she returned home, she 
a small Black holiness mission, which then invited 
to come as its His first sermon, 
in as the necessary initial evidence of the 
rit baptism, was by the church's leader to be 
to holiness doctrine; the next night she locked Seymour 
out of the church. Undaunted, he began to hold services in a 
friend's house. One , Seymour and seven others fell to the 
floor in religious ecstacy, all in tongues. News of 
this throughout Los and huge crowds flocked to 
see what was happening. When the porch collapsed under the 
pressure of the crowd, Seymour decided to look for 
Seymour soon found an abandoned Methodist church, located at 
18 
312 Azusa Street. This site is usual as the 
of Pentecostalism. As Seymour people 
flooded in from allover the country, and a huge revival began. 
Scores of e in while others shouted, wept, 
and fell into trances. This continued day and night for 
three years. The revival ended in 1909, and, subsequently, all 
the White people pulled out, leaving the Azusa Street Mission to 
function as an Black church. Students of 
Pentecostalism have been unable to identify what 
this icular division or the and split that 
followed. However, Black and White sects began to form 
y, while interracial sects began to schism. Racial 
divisions continued for five more years, until this new 
denomination was almost divided by race. What had 
been an interracial beginning had now led again to a it along 
racial lines ( 1971: 95~116). 
Some former holiness groups, such as Mason's Church of God 
in Christ, became Pentecostal churches in the early 1900's. They 
retained the doctrine of Wesleyan ion ism, but the 
Pentecostal thereby continuing as Pentecostal 
ionist groups (Kendrick 1961: 177). 
This association occurred because the Pentecostals 
the nineteenth Holiness 
movement had advocated. They were revivalistic fundamen-
who acknowledged the role of the Holy Spirit in the 
believer's life and were puritanical in their reJection 
of alcohol, the theater, and cosmetics 
(Simpson 1978: 255). 
It is then, that many of holiness and 
Pentecostal beliefs are similar and thus easily 
19 
compa.tible. This has led not to the formation of one large 
denOlllinat but instead to "the existence of a veritable 
of small groups" which lack much distinction in belief or Ie 
and which appear and unite and with 
(Nirjhol 1966: 136-37) . One result of this lack of 
distinction has been the creation of very names: The 
Fire-Baptized Holiness Church of God of the Americas; The Latter 
House of the Lord for All and the Church on the Mountain, 
Faith; and Triumph the Church and the Kingdom of God in 
Christ, to name but three (Washington 1974: 202). All o:f these 
sects sprang from the same tradition, necessarily much in 
" hymnody and social/cultural " (Dayton 1979: 
786) . 
Among Black this new Pentecostalism established 
itself ily as a sout. rural phenomenon. However, as 
Black Americans nort.h, t.hey brought t.heir 
Pent.ecostalism with them. Thus, Pent.ecostalism moved into urban 
areas, where it was able to undergo another 
It. was only in the urban milieu t.hat one could put 
Holiness dogma, Pentecost.al answers, black music, 
into a whole and sound 
neither by t.radition nor fears of put down 






It was in such a context. that the parent ion of Holiness 
Tabernacle was born. 
20 
a 
In 191 Lulu Phill was called "in the o£ 
holiness" to Hunti West Virginia. She 
under a and subsequently became a££iliated with the 
Triumph Church Kingdom o£ God in Christ. One distinctive tenet 
o£ this sect, which was ly out o£ the 
holiness/Pentecostal tradition, was that no one would die be£ore 
"the be£ore Jesus will come n and take all the 
saints up to heaven. Soon a£ter Lulu Phill 
the £ounder o£ the sect and the church quickly disbanded. 
Brother a former member o£ the Triumph Church, 
his own mission. While working in the mines one day, he had a 
vision in which God told him that God wanted a "Glorious 
so Brother Stokes named his mission the Glorious Church o£ God in 
Christ. When the members o£ the now-defunct Triumph Church met 
to discuss organ their own Brother Stokes testi£ied 
to his vi and the group decided to the name "The 
Glorious Church of God in Christ, Inc., Apostolic 
Faith. " The newly £ormed church elected Mother Phill as 
and qu construction of a church building in 
Hunt with Mother Phill as well as other women "pounding 
in nails with the men." The building was completed later 
that year, in 1921. 
Soon a£ter the church 
£rom the old Triumph church. 
with energy and 
fifty new members Joined those 
Mother Phill led this new church 
winning the admiration and 
ion. Many anecdotes to of the young 




accounts of her abil to "dance in the Lord 
She was also known for her healing: 
crutches and canes from those she had healed hung on the walls. 
was in her eyes; old members affectionately recall 
that she called every person "Baby Child." 
Several other churches were soon started under the 
of the Glorious Church of God in Christ, many of them in West 
inia and Ohio. Mother Phill often travelled to these 
support, and enthusiasm. Many 
including some members of Holiness Tabernacle, 
remember the last Bible class she taught before her death, for 
her ion was emotional and inspiring. She 
died later in the week of a heart attack. The 
another woman in Mother Phill place, the year 
1939. This woman pastored and carried on in Mother 
Phill until she died in the early 1940's. 
to be the last time a woman headed this 
This was 
A man 
ly was appointed and was given the title of bishop, an 
office which women cannot hold. 
Some members from the Huntington church founded Holiness 
Tabernacle in the late forties or early fifties. A 
development proJect forced the church to move from its original 
building in the late fifties; the congregation immedi 
a new building, which they dedicated in August of 1958. 
building is the one in use today. The deSignations "hoI 
built 
This 
»Pentecostal,» and "Apostolic" appear to be synonymous for this 
which much on sanctification and 
22 
holiness while call itself Pentecostal. 





manifestation of the synthesis of holiness and Pentecostal 
traditions that originated with the work of John Wesley in 
in the 16th century. 
White and Black American Christian traditions share the same 
historic roots, as well as often much of today's theology 
and ice. Many denominations are interracial, as are 
individual sects and churches. Those denominations that have 
schismed racially usual remain ically united and may 
continue the same doctrine, ri tuals, and church 
ion. 
However, as Mitchell st "It is important to 
remember that there is a distinct Black religious 
today because there was and is a distinct Black 
in America ... fl (1970: 57). The Christianity of Black 
Americans grew not out of the Pilgrim tradition and 
but out of the shared of 
and racial While adopting this White, 
Western reI Black Americans have also it to their 
needs and their culture, combining such elements as spiritualS 
and a distinctive st with a belief in Jesus and a 
faith in the Bible. Holiness Tabernacle has grown out of this 
process. Washington concludes: 
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So it that the indifference of established 
white Christianity [dur slavery] to the relilgious needs 
of the very blacks they convinced themselves of having 
rescued from an intolerable paganism in Africa left the door 
open for these blacks to work out their own religious 
response to their iar ence in America. How well 
or how poorly they managed is written in large part in the 




" ... 1 like bein' in a church where no one looks 
at me funny for ' the Lord. It's fine 
that some folks can sit in one but that 
ain't the way the Lord made me." 
( of Elder H. ) 
The morning church service at Holiness Tabernacle is 
the highpoint of the church week. It is the service by which 
visitors are introduced to the church; it is the 
of the church community; it is a time when share 
their of God, when emotions run high, and 
when God is a collective effort. Members who attend 
erratically or who do not take in other church events 
attend this service. This public ritual defines this church as a 
social real in the secular world, in the Judgment of other 
and in the minds of the Holiness Tabernacle members 
themselves. This common experience the basis for the 
creation of additional church activit for the sense of 
a church community. Because the church service such a 
crucial role in self-definit it is essential to examine 
closely the ritual of Holiness Tabernacle in order to gain an 
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of the role that church p in the members' 
lives. 
discuss ritual without stat 
any formal definition of the word. Most of the definitions that 
do exist ident ritual as a itive of 
behavior based upon established rules. Jack Goody offers a 
definition that allows one more fully to understand ritual in a 
reI context: 






of standardized behavior in which the 
the means and the end is not 
either irrational or non rational 
reI ritual is not only itive behavior but is 
also behavior that relies on the sacred for . Ritual also 
serves to define ceremony: one could easily tell from the events 
whether one had walked into a church servce or a 
a ism or a wedd Churches differ radically in 
the to which their ritual is formalized. Catholicism 
advocates a highly ritual filled with many acts 
of ic and creeds and prayers that 
must be verbatim. Pentecostal churches fall at the 
other end of the scale. An established order of service 
certainly but the of each element as well as the 
actual events that comprise that element are variable. Adherents 
scorn formal creeds and prayers in favor of by the Holy 
Ghost. To the uninit such a service often appears rather 
chaotic and while in fact, all the part 
know the ritual which is at each 
service. 
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For the most active members of Holiness Tabernacle, church 
at about 10:00 a.m. with School and ends around 
8:00 p.m. at the close of the evening service. Times are rather 
flu:ld with everyone from the Sunday School teachers to the 
ist to the minister arriving throughout the course of the 
morning. The Scht)ol actually two different tallies 
one of total attendance and the other of those who 
were on time. 
The morning worship service is the most formal event of the 
church week. Behavior is and very 
although it might seem random and irrational to an outside 
obsE~rver. I have identified the order of events within the 









5. Praise service 














characterize the first segment. The second 
marked by a distinct break in the flow of 
contains a shift of attention to the The third 
concerns events that one may classify as business matters. 
2'7 
The service is scheduled to at 11:45 a.m. from 
School, have been having snacks in the di 
room for the last twenty minutes and are difficult to stir. 
Someone from the waiting ion must retrieve these 
at the last minute, or the leader may without them, leaving 
them to wander in when they hear that the service has started. 
The service with two people <virtual always women) 
standing behind the altar in the role of devotional leaders. The 
icu1ar Sunday of the month determines who these leaders are. 
The first Sunday of the month is Young 's Sunday. The 
for 
open 
of the young " is therefore 
and conduct the first of the service or for 
someone else to do so. The second is 
the third is Pastor's 
and the fifth is Brotherhood. 
the fourth is Bui 
After everyone has down, one of the leaders usually 
a song. asking, "Does anyone have a 7" The act 
women in the church are the same 
the songs, although the leader 
always to 
addresses this and 
to the whole ion. character 
and habit rather than rule seem to dictate this The 
ion sings all of the songs from memory, with one person 
out the first line of the song and the rest of the 
ion Joi in on the second line. The most common 
songs are very not of verses, but instead 
consist of the same verse many times. One common 
song is nOh, how I love Jesus;! Oh, how I love Jesus;! Oh, how I 
love Jesus! Because He first loved me." The ion often 
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such a verse for two or three minutes. The person who 
ns it functions as the above everyone else 
and embellishing the line with harmonies and alternate 
After four or five times through, this person often recedes as 
ly a new leader revives the another up the lead. 
song Just before it dies out, singing very and 
the song for two or three additional minutes. 
Musicians drift in the sometimes 
arriving as late as the choir anthem. Brother F., who is in his 
seventies and now fa disabled, is in beside the 
his old connected to an amplification 
Unfort for anyone with a musical ear, some his 
volume is turned up quite with what he is 
ly bear 
Deacon V. 
functions as the 
does not arrive. 
little resemblance to what is sung. 
usually the electric and Deacon H. 
ist, although Minister V. may fill in if he 
Occasional a male also attends. All 
of these musicians by ear and accompany every song. 
the choir selection. 
wishes to often 
service: such a range of 
mother her cry infant, 
The drum set is open to whomever 
hands several times a 
as an 
and a 
woman, a young 
of 8 or 9 may play it 
at various times. No one ever seems when a musician 
has up the song or experiments while someone 
is 
As the first song of the service trails someone may be 
moved to another song, following the described 
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above. The same person never ns two consecutive songs The 
reading follows the initial songs. The assistant 
devotional who has not reads the 
This person chooses the passage and may read it in its ent 
or alternat v~~rses, 
second by the i.on, 
the first read 
and ::':;:0 forth, 
the 
After a verse 
the 
with "Umhum," or "That's I' ," although vocal response 
ly lind ted her,,:? The leader may conclude the 
with a formula such as, If the Lord bless His blessed 
" to which everyone "Amen If 
The mary devotional leader than "Will everyone 
ion in stand with your prayer 
this event differs dramatical from service to service. Usually 
stand immed simul 
to walk toward the altar. Occasional one perons can 
be heard above the 
my fami ... pray for the 
for the sick and infirm •.• " 
and it is unclear to whom these 
which is usmll 
similar to " for 
.,.pray for those absent .•. pray 
is and in a low tome, 
are aimed. Somecme 
short and subdued. a song, 
this as to rise from their pews and follow those with 
prayer s to the a1 t.ar. 
kneel at the altar rail, 
Sometimes only eight or nine 
while at other times virtually 
eve:cyone crowd!:) with only the very old and those holding 
infants sea.ted. 
After the song dies out, everyone at the altar rail 
to pray aloud simultaneously. Each person seems to have 
deve his/her own ng style. Minister H. such 
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ai~'~ ,0::> "Thank you, ~fesus .. and "Oh, yea" e?dly. Minister 
v. y, every with two 
brisk Some clap constant as pray, others shout out 
"Hal ly, and all ly, t,hese 
techn to " Jesus on your mind." Throughout Mother 
M. or a minister prays at the pulpit. A:fter five 
to seven this person's prayer to risf-? ,;Above 
everyone else's. This pI'ayer is a continuation of the 
lea.der's prayer, certain themes safe travel, heal t.h, 
etl::. are The leader often ends the 
prayer with a formula by line the ion. 
always uses, " the words of my mout.hl and t.he 
meditations of my heart/ Be able in your s , I Dh, Lordi 
(Ju:r' st hi And our Redeemer.! In 
'"..;.;,~~ 
, name, I Amen. Ii 
then rises and walks back to her/his seat. Someone 
usual a short song here that continues until 
everyone At this time the y devcJtional 
leader' his/her ion behind the altar. This mclY 
:lnv()lve the altar· to its location, for anyone 
may it aside if many come forward for prayer. The 
leader now opens the "praise service" for to 
share a song, a Bible verse, or a "burning testimony." Most 
leaders "Who will be first?", while Minister H., the 
's usually for four or five minutes util 
a rlH~torical the it ion of 
:fa intonat and a very wide range of volume and 
pi t,r.:h. Other leading members use these same when t 
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<':1 ddref:3l:':l the 
level of emotion. 
ion and are very effective in ra the 
This ion of the service is te varied in character 
from week to week. It may be dominated songs, 
elI' testimony, alt Sister F. advises that 
Bible verses, 
testi moniell"~ 
remain seated are better left for the evening service. 
n a song, al some stand as the song 
the need tCI to their 
verses or testimonies stand. Verriles 
short, y, 
words heavily stressed 
want. The 
and are often 
"The Lord is my 
; I want. If 
wi,th certain 
I shall not 
with "Amen!" Testimonies are concerned with thanking God and 
then to God' fi3 
testimonies are very general: 
t him up this morning, 












such as when Sister L. 




The house was black with smoke and she could have 
at but Gtld W"itS over her and 
When no one else wishes to contI' the devotional leader 
turns the service over to the ng, "The service is 
now in the hands of the deacons." This may not be as easy to 
ish as it for some individuals may still be moved 
from the songs and testimonies and may continue or may bE' 
shc)ut "Hal ahl Thank you, Jesusl" Deacon V. and Deacon A. 
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are regular attenders and are the ones who "stand for the 
()f:fG!x' " A. asks everyone to "stand for the 
consecrational song. n This is ly different in character 
frclm thE;.", usual a very slow and solemn of 
the traditional white Christian hymn, 
Thee. n While everyone remains standing, 
-My Faith Looks Up to 
a minister or Mother M. 
says a prayer over the offer from thE'! pu t. 
one of the deacons the 
As evc-?ryone 
(There are 
usual three. ) Deacon V. then turns the service "into the hands 
Clf the ustH:"r. Ii The usher for the week carries out a formal 
which each section of the room is able to walk to 





with the next group. Sister I. is a 
block anyone who at to 
Someone often starts a song while the offer 
The usher and the nurse are the last to 





then up the say "Can the church say 
'Amen'?" to which is "Amen. Ii " , Amen 1 • " "Amen. " 
Deac;on V. turns the service " into the hands of the choir 
" who asks the choir members to rise. All of the young 
to middle women and one or two older women the 
choir. They wear their robes the but 
move to the "choir loft" for the anthem. The choir has a 
of four or five anthems that they choose from each 
One person, usually Min:Lster H. or Deacon H., the 
lead from the while the choir s the chorus 
or repeated lines as sway from one foot to the other. A 
favorite is "Jesus is Gonna Make Ev Alright,« with the 
choir J 
the verses. 
in on this line while Minister H. 
All the musicians 
ion may or 
have vibrant, :flexible s 
also. 
ng and 
ay and members of the 
Both Minister and Elder H. 
voices, which c)ften 
raise the level of excitement in the room. 
After the one of the ministers goes to the pulpit 
and asks for a hand for the choir. Minister S., who sits up on 
the at form in the choir pews for the entire service, often does 
t.his. She appears to be the head althogh this 
She is the most highly ly is not an official 
emotional member and has a very 
here for several mi 
ty. 
le of She may 
up themes from the anthem 
or about for which the saints should be 
She ends announcing that it is time for "the best part of the 
service" and introduces the who is usually Elder H., 
t.he congregat.ion to stand and saying, II ion, this 
is Elder H. Elder H. , ion. " 
Elder and Minister H. often do not arrive unt.il after the 
service has begun. Elder H. always remains in his fClr the 
of t.he serv ly coming out sometime between 
the service and the choir ant.hem. After he is int.roduced, 
everyone stands as he the pulpit and a song. 
Following the song, he welcomes people who have not. att.ended for 
a whi recognizes visitors who he then asks to "have a word, II 
of those who are 
the sermon itself. Every 
and then begins a "warm-up" for 
he follows immediat.ely with a 
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"Amen," as if it were of the sentence: "You be 
prepared Amen ... for the comin' of the Lord Amen ... " This 
continues for seven or eight minutes. He then reads the 
Most 
ure lesson that will serve as the basis of his sermon. 
follow along in their own Bibles or in the rather 
incomplete Bibles in every pew. 
Elder H. then begins the actual sermon, usually cont 
in the After from five to fifteen 
minutes, he breaks into a chant each on 
a note. He now follows each not by "Amen" but by a 
"huh" that occurs coincidently with a stomp of his foot 
and a hand Throughout the sermon people are drawn into 
icipation both of their own volition - shouting "Amen! or 
"That's right!" and in response to Elder H., who uses such 
techniques as asking, "Ain't I right about it?" and ng, "You 
don't have to say 'Amen',» to which everyone shouts, "Amen!" in 
unison. He also may ask, "Who feels the Holy Ghost ? Raise 
your hand if you feel the Holy Ghost," and quote 
out the last words - "And people will weep and wail and 
...• " to which everyone shouts, "their teeth!" 
Elder H. may the order of events within the sermon if 
he feels particularly moved, for he says that "I gotta 
when the Holy Ghost is in mel" In this case, the chanting begins 
immediately. Such instances support my observation that the 
and the saints alike will sacrifice formality, both in the 
form of physical obJects and order of in favor of needs 
brought on by the Holy Ghost. After a particularly intense and 
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ion of his sermon, Elder H. may switch instantly exhaust 
to a conversational Ie that lasts for three or four 
minutes. After he has his breath and have 
he Just as quickly Jumps back into his previous chanting 
He ly walks down onto the floor while preaching, pointing 
at and their names in his illustrations: "Brother 
F. he's like the rest of us. We all know more about 
what's in and than we do about what's in God's word." 
Such illustrations are the occasion of much in the 
ion. 
Elder H. winds down his sermon by 
He may end by 
ly moving into a 
"We thank God this 
morning for His word. We're gonna stop now and ask Minister S. 
to come forward ... " The leader invites anyone who is 
"in need of prayer" to come to the altar. 
varies. Often at least two-thirds of the 
stands around the altar rail. Mother M. 
participation 
ion kneels and 
or the acting minister 
for the service usually anoints each person with oil rubbed on 
her/his forehead in the of the cross. Elder H. then 
at the left side of the railing. He his hands on the 
person's 
forward. 
this person rai her/his arms, palms 
Mother M. 
aloud. 
The minister puts her hand on Elder H.'s back and 
puts her hand on the minister's back. All three pray 
ly become very emotional their 
bodies convulsing, followed by weeping. This appears to occur 
A nurse stands nearby, only in women. Both sexes weep, however. 
handing out tissues and those who engage in what 
members call the "Holy Dance.» This occurs during rousing songs 
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and dux th(;? altar eall, o:ften ng while a person heads 
back to her seat. in, I have observed this in women. ) 
This ecstatic dance is a the Holy Ghost. The 
person, standing, to convulse, better as 
.Jerking. This person seems to have no control over her so 
anyc:me 
and 
to her aid to catch hold her up, 
ng into 
attention to all and the next 
No one else pays much 
o:f the service may 
while someone is still " .. 
A:fter the three leaders have over each person, Elder 
H. o:ften prays over Mother M. and Minister S. Minister S@ 
becomes very emotional, ly shout and 
aLter Elder H. has returned to his seat. She may also in 
the only person whom I have heard do so. 
The transition to announcements is o:ften made amid some 
residual shouting. Elder B. may ask the to the 
or she may ini.ti.ate ·them hersel:f i:f Elder H. is 
kneeling in :front o:f hj.s chai.r in prayer a:fter a part 
and exhaust, altar call. Minister v. tells how much 
the were and announces up-coming events. Others may 
also stand and give announcements. 
Elder H. ment :for a of 
and then ask Mother M. and Minister S. to 
haven't a done so during the service. Both usually a 
short testimrjny. One of these three then the benediction. 
stands and "raises a hand :for the It I'rhe lea.dE~r 
recites a :formulaic benediction, with the ion ing 
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each e mill around for ten or fifteen 
ing each other with a handshake and "Praise the N to 
which the other person in kind. There is much 
Joviality, and of bits of news. 
live in one woman Since Elder and Minister H. 
prepares dinner for them each inviting over the others who 
the same service. This occurs after the which 
ends around 2:30. 
until the 6:00 p.m. 
These 
serv 
remain at the hostess's house 
when most of them return to the 
church. This service follows the order of the morning 
although there is no choir and testimonies dominate the praise 
service. Attendance is often very small (8 12). 
This exuberant and vibrant ritual is the center of church 
life. Members seem to aside concerns here and 
full attention to God as can at no other itme. Sister V. 
that "you only out of it what you in: you 
can't Just to church." The ritual and 
members for the next much of which must live out with 
who do not share their faith or their 1 leo This 
ritual fosters an ive community that 
the core of Holiness Tabernacle. 
The Holiness Tabernacle service includes everyone, from the 
to the visitor, in some way. Each person has an 
unity to act and many take roles 
within the service. Each person holds at least one title that 
has meaning only within the church community. The most basic 
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des! ion is that of "saint. n This term refers to any saved 
member of the ion and is used as an inclusive rather 
than an exclusive term: there is no term for a non-
saint and leaders address the ion collect as 
"saints. " Members use the term ly in the context of the 
ritual, often empl it at the end of a testimony in the 
for me, saints." 
saint is referred to as a "brother" or a "sister." 
These function as terms of address with the addition of the 
person's last name, although some women are occassionally 
referred to "Sister" followed by their first names. 
who have known each other for many years and are close 
friends address each other as "Sister Jones" or "Brother Brown" 
rather than by first names. 
saved members but are in 
these terms theoretical 
ice applied to anyone who 
is of as of the church fami Thus, Elder H. 
address me as Sister my very un-saved 
status. Members use these terms inclusivistically, a 
sense of community, 
church context usage varies. 
heard her on the 
"Brother F.," while she later 
and equality. Outside of the 
an informant, I While 
to a member whom she addressed as 
to me of another member whom 
she referred to as "Mrs. I." Another informant, however. 
referred to members as "Brother" and "Sister. n Generally, it 
appears that these terms are used consistantly between members as 
more 
as non-members are not 
these titles are more I 
As the situation becomes 
to be dropped. 
During the service the role of the saints as sisters and 
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brothers is one of both support and partic ion, for they are 
"both creator and consumer of the ritual performance (Paris 1982: 
71). in the ion songs, offer Bible verses 
and test give vocal responses, clap and shout, and become 
by the Holy Ghost. They also fill the roles of 
devotional choir d nurse, usher, and music 
roles 1 to the smooth flow and of the service. 
The and faithful women of the church are 
ordained as "mothers." This is both a title of and a 
with 
to 
ion of a fic role. Mothers are 
peace between the saints" and should be 
settle watch over all the and teach wives how 
clean their and ly run to treat their 
their households. Mother M. is the oldest mother in the church 
and is called "the church mother." No one ever refers to her as 
"Sister. " The other women who have been ordained mothers are 
referred to as but either term is 
The church mother sits on the platform with the and is 
often called on to lead prayers, a testimony. or 
pray over Her tion is very and is one of 
for the saints. 
A "faithful" man of any age may be ordained a deacon. His 
Job is to take care of financial matters, including the 
collecting and counting of the offering, to clean the church, 
maintain the building, and watch over the 
or. Women may be but Holiness Tabernacle 
this official ty. Even Minister S. was 
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not able to ident any woman as a deaconette with certainty. 
The oldest deacon at Holiness Tabernacle (who is only in his mid-
thirties) is referred to as Deacon A., while the others 
may be called Deacon or Brother. 
At least four women in the church have been ordained as 
ministers. Ministers are members who feel called by the Holy 
Ghost to God's word. Ministers need no 
education, although do the Bible individually. Each 
church has several ministers at one time, who may be either male 
or female. These ministers may 
occasion and may also be invited to 
at their own church upon 
at sister churches. 
Minister S. 
every 
is the head minister at Holiness 
up on the at form with Elder H. 
sitting 
and Mother M., but 
on the side. 
over others. 
She is often called on to lead prayers and pray 
She is almost referred to the title 
while the other ministers are often called Sister. 
As with the titles Mother and that person who is seen as 
best ing the attributes of one in such a ion is 
a referred to by this special desi while usage 
varies for others in the 
The is the most venerated member of the church. 
While all others are as equal. The is seen as a 
person and is given the further title of of 




's sermon is virtually introduced as 
of the service" and is seen as the focus of the 
may be male or female, 
icularly effective minister. 
having his/her 
Elder H. is 
seen as the head of the church and is ble for the 
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reI of each member as well as 
1 for the ion of the church as an institution. 
He is referred to exclusively as Elder H. 
These tit then, 1 both to the ion and to 
the individual the role that each person is to play and his/her 
level of involvement in and commitment to the church. The 
or, church mother, and head minister are highly visible 
th 
support. 
the service and are looked to for and 
sett 
Although these titles extend outside of the ritualistic 
to other church activities and to life outside of the 
it is within the context of ritual that these terms are 
given meaning. 
Another way to examine the Holiness Tabernacle ritual is to 
break it down into four elements prayer, testimony, and 
These the essence of the service. These 
ritualistic elements the mary modes of and 
communi cat el the attitudes and intense emotions that 
characterize this 
One of the most and essential elements of the 
Holiness Tabernacle service is music. It occurs throughout the 
often being used as a means of transition to the next 
event. There is never a silent point in the 
for someone will fill it with a song. One person 
always a song, unsolicited, as the ion goes 
forward with its offer and as people walk to the front for the 
altar call. A song also marks the transition to the or's 
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sermon, If the st is he weaves various chords and 
melodies into the end of the sermon, continu into the altar 
call. Music can also become a very emotional of the 
prov a means which can really "feel the 
t" and express their sense of JOY and exuberance. 
In this case, music is not used as an unobtrusive transition 
t 
offered 
but is instead the focus of attention. 
the praise service ly lead 
The songs 
to Jump 
to their feet, while others wave their hands in front of them. 
Some may also become 
ecstatic dance. 
by the Holy Ghost, in 
Most become involved in the music 
the s ing of the song. is considered an 
i of the ing. At least one person in every 
is song, no matter how small the 
embellished by others cl subdivisions and ion, 
ly at the end of a line. Tambourines are also used to 
enliven the song. Three or four tambourines lie in the pews; 
anyone may use them, although 
middle- women. Virtual 
are usually 
everyone is act 
the song, very small children whose 




is essential in this ritual, and it has several 
functions. It includes everyone 
sense of community. It has a didactic funct 
center on the greatness of Jesus. It also 
less rational, emotional side and thus may both 
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a 
with most songs 
to one's 
imprint 
the message of the song upon one's mind and also 
levels of emotion. often » " dtlr these songs 
Ghost very and are able to feel the presence of the 
I one of the mary roles of music is in the 
channeling and of emotions. 
is also often a time of high emotions. No standard 
prayers are read but, prayer is an of 
each person's current concerns and needs. is individual 
come forward with but is 
prayer 
in collecti when 
each person kneels at the altar and prays 
his/her own prayer, often aloud, while one person stands at the 
mike and "leads" the prayer. During the altar call, pray 
individual but simult while the also prayers 
over each person by his " on of hands" and accompany 
prayer. Both men and women often leave the altar rail 





the Dance as she started down the aisle to 
She danced to the where Elder H. and Minister S. 
over a woman, and she Joined in the laying on of 
She then to walk back and forth in the 
ais shouting, "Hal aht" and "Thank you, Jesusl" She 
st to pray over a mental retarded woman and over 
and over "It's in your Lord" and "My soul says yes, Lord.» 




moved back to her seat. 
's emotions become highly 
the presence of God. 
Testimonies are i in wi 
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is thus another medium 
and which 
to the role of God 
in e's lives and are an excellent indicator of how the 
saints ve God's work. They are important because 
reinforce the idea that God is indeed active in each individual's 
life. also allow to share what is 
vate experience. The whole process of 
a very 
"sanctified" -
ion - is internal, Christian holiness and 
between God and the individual. Thus, one indicator of a 
person's itual and is the testimony. This 
is related in a affirmative 
the testimony with 
"That's and "That's o.k.,« with everyone proclaiming 
"Amenl" at its conclusion. Testimony transforms one's 
relationsh with God into a community event that affirms and 
encourages the faith of the and of all the saints. 
One may also view the testimony as an ordered act 
that follows rules or 
testimony is st 
and no one else is ing, 
The first rule is that a 
Once the person has stood 
she/he may Testimonies may 
be divided roughly into two those dealing with a 
event in daily life and those that address more 
tual concerns. Both often begin with something similar to: 
"I thank the Lord for me up this morning, for bringing me 
safely across the highway, 
His house Just 
and for giving me a chance to be in 
He didn't have to do that, but ... « 
A testimony may continue in this way affirming in rather 
abstract terms the power and love of God or Jesus. Kroll-Smith, 
in his study of testimonies as was able to record 
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many testimonies. The s from the one that follows are an 
excellent of this of testifying: 
h I'm thanking the Lord for 
thanking the Lord for my 1 health, 
of all r thank the Lord how he saved me, 
filled me with His precious Holy Ghost. 
Lord tonight how God has gave me favors. 
gave to the the faith to believe 
HalleluJahl 
here tonight. I'm 
and strength. Most 
sanctified me, and 
I'm thankin' the 
Thank God that He 
that prayer is the 
There is something mighty sweet about the Lord. You 
know that song, 'Lord r Thank You'? I thank God. I thank 
God that He sent me here. I Just can't thank Him enough. I 










I want you to pray my strength in the Lord that 
• on. Hey! Thank you Jesus! Keep on 
in God's work! 'Cause He said that your work 
room for ya (room in Heaven), I'm thankin' God 
of you know the Holy Ghost, who know the strength 
pray my h in the Lord" (1980: 20). 
e of test usually as stated 
above but switches into a personal account of how God has 
recently worked in this person's life. Testimonies often relate 
how God has directly intervened to save a person from harm. 
are very aware of the of the and testimonies 
during the winter often recount narrow escapes on the highway. 
One Minister H. testified that she had been over 
an when suddenly the back of her car swung around. She 
was about to smash into a but somehow bounced off 
the curb, and she was able to regain control. This she 
attributed directly to the work of God. God may also order the 
course of requiring a person to put his/her "trust in the 
Lord. n Deacon A. testified that he had been recommended for a 
promotion and was waiting to be interviewed. He hoped that he 
would the Job, but he was for the strength to put his 
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future in God's for "if God closes a another will be 
One person may employ both st over. the course of 
several with the second the most People 
testi only if feel moved to do so, and no one testifies 
every week, Mother M., who is asked to do so. The 
usual the end of a testimony by a for prayer 
for me, saints" or my in the Lord." 
Testimonies are thus also an for concern on the of 
the church for one's itual state. 
The 's sermon is viewed as the most important element 
in the church service. Elder H. often is introduced in this way, 
and people 
"the message.« 
ly inquire of visitors what thought of 
then, a central role in the 
ritual. Elder H. 's described above as involving chant 
it and audience ici is characteristic of the 
traditional Black Judged academic 
such sermons are ill- and difficult to follow, resembl 
a stream of consciousness more than a sermon. The 
for a of ion 
The 
chooses a scr 
however, from that 
studies the Bible with God's 
which she/he then uses as the 
basis of the sermon. Pastors may then write out notes or an 
outline, but what is actually said in the sermon is through the 
guidance of the Holy Ghost. 
a nervous before she 
in the Ghost to guide 
Minister V. related how she is 
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but when she prays and trusts 
words simply come out of her 
mouth. thus also a large ion o:f ion 
'time. 
A sermon, not J on its cal by 
nt coverage, but is instead J the resonance the theme 
has :for iCIn. Most sermons :focus on Jesus or on 
:faith "J'esus can dc') hing :for you," "Fix your heart on 
II or " touch me one more time" with the 
ing the ly throughout the sermon. In 
one sermon, Elder H. the theme "I:f a man dies, 
will he live ?" many t.imes. In between these it 
he made statements that he would then icate or embellish. 
Several o:f these statements were as :follows: "You're either 
gonna be with Jesus or with the demon down in Hell;" "Be ye not 
conformed to this world;" "The way you live is the way you die;" 
"You gotta prepare for Jesus." respond vocally to those 
s whic:h are for them, "That's " 
"Amen! ", etc. 
Elder H. often becomes very an "runnin' all around up 
" as Sister F. says. He occasional does not adhere to 
the structure of his ion as a whole, omitting his 
introduction and scr if he feels icu moved 
the Holy Ghcllst. As Henry Mitchell notes: 
assumed that must be 
an merely a c~lever idea. I't involves the 
totality of a person and consciously or not, concerned 
to feeling tones around the text (1974: 73). 
Members of the congregation do not, however, become actively 
during the sermon; rather, they verbally 
and through techniques employed by Elder H. One indicator o:f the 
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of the sermon is the level of ion in the altar 
call, which follows immed after a part meani 
and well- sermon, most of the ion comes forward 
to the altar with little encouragement. The ing on of hands 
is then frequently very emotional, with weeping, shout 
and engaging in ecstatic dance. 
These four elements are the essential contributors to the 
character of the Holiness Tabernacle service. They work 
to create a smoothly- ritual that concentrated 
attention on a of and communion with God. They embody the 
primary modes of and communication utilized in the 
ritual and contribute heavi to the church's self-
One. must remember that Holiness Tabernacle is marily a 
of JOY and A church service is not a solemn 
occasion that becomes onerous to but is rather a welcome 
unity to 
The time 
It is an 
needs to 
duty to 
pra and talk with God. 
in worship is not forced. 
avenue of highly sat self 
go home? more importantly, on the 
what could take preeminence over 
God which is at the same time so enJoyable to 
? (Mitchell 1970: 109). 
this 
the 
An descr ion of this Sunday morning service not only 
answers one's about what these for two and a 
half hours each but it also reveals the roles that 
the church community and the elements that this community 
considers necessary to God. These are 
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not un to Holiness Tabernacle, for other churches from this 
same Pentecostal/holiness tradition share similar features and 
ritualistic terns. An 
ritual thus furthers one's 
claim this 
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of Holiness Tabernacle's 
of all churches that 
CHAPTER THREE 
Ritual and ity 
City called Heaven 
City called Heaven 
City called Heaven someday. 
Dh, I'm gonna make it 
Help me to make it 
City called Heaven 
When members of Holiness Tabernacle were asked why they 
attend this church, t gave a variety of answers. Brother V. 
values his " with God" that is sustained 
through the church. Minister V. mentioned the placed on 
a righteous, holy life. Sister Ie the 
fundamentalist of the Bible, saying, "Some 
don't follow the real word of God, [in order] to suit 
the peoples." All of these answers reflect in the 
Holiness Tabernacle ritual - contact with God, living holy, 
relying on the Bible. What, then, are the attitudes and emotions 
fostered by the ritual and why they are real and meaningful? 
Socialization plays a role both in attitudes and 
emotions and in the reality of religious 
Socialization seems to in 's reasons for 
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attending a holiness/Pentecostal church. 
up in a fundamentalist church and 
Minister V. was brought 
attending Holiness 
Tabernacle while still a child. Minister S. 's father was an AME 
(African Methodist church in the holiness 
tradition, and she was brought up to lead a "close" life. Sister 
I. likewise was raised within the AME tradition, while Sister J. 
has identified herself as « holiness" all her life. 
Many of these who were raised in this tradition left 
the church as grew older. Minister S., who was baptized at 
age 1 left the church after she was grown because she had been 
under so many restrictions as a child. She however, that 
"the ~orld" was not what she had and she soon returned 
to the church. After mov to her home she to 
attend a local AME but she found it to be more 
ian than holiness and she "could never understand " 
When a friend her to Holiness Tabernacle's sister 
the service immediately reminded her of the church in 
which she was raised. She could understand and identify with 
this Ie of and this of God and soon became 
a church member. 
Another illustration of the 
comes from a very different situation. 
of socialization 
Brother V. was brought up 
in a staunchly Catholic family. As he grew he felt that 
he was not much out of the Mass. A friend took him to a 
Catholic charismatic prayer group, but this struck him as very 
di and chaotic. When a woman at work (his future wife) 
invited him to Holiness he to go. At the 
first service he was exceedi nervous and sat on the edge of 
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his seat t 
and soon 
the morning. He very much enJ 
ng his bass 
the 
Although he 
y found a niche for himself and felt very loved and 
he still found it "hard to relate to why were 
feel so " and he did not feel a of the service. 
y wanted the same relat with 
God that he these to have, placing himself in 
such an environment was not sufficient to allow him to 
God in this emotional, charismatic way. 
attendance and 
Only after counsel 
with Elder H., 
the altar call surrounded all the church 
very total of and 
commitment to church doctrine and ice did Brother V. have 
the desired of the Holy Ghost. 
These two are a illustration of the fact that 
the ways in which one God are socialized. are 
socialized into t a certain emotion or out of an 
event, Just as their response to that emotion is socialized. 
from a very White, mainl middle class Protestant 
I never felt the desire to Jump to my feet during a song. 
Th however, has become an automatic reaction for any member at 
Holiness Tabernacle who feels excited or " while 
L when someone at this church becomes 
the Holy Ghost, itself a socialized response, she/he does not 
bark or around the room, as some did during the 
of American revival but instead engages in in 
or, more likely, ecstatic dance. Minian Smart notes: 
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It is too to suppose that men 
experience of the Holy, then create 
re create the awe which felt. 
[ • having had an 
rituals to express and 
the 
under which the itself owes 
the ritual milieu (1979: 19). 
Ritual must be seen not as an abstract ent that by its 
own effort creates certain moods and motivations in but 
tern of behavior that was conceived of 
flnd carried out who believe in this ritual's abil to 
attitudes and behaviors. As Clifford Geertz 
out, " ... he who would know must first believe" ( : 26). 
in his article "ReI as a Cultural .. has 
formulated the fol definition of religion: 
His 
[Religion is] (1) which to (2) 
establish and long-last and 
motivations in men [ (3) formulating ions of a 
order of existence and (4) clothing these 
with such an aura of factuality that (5) the 
moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic (1966: 4). 
of moods and motivations and their development into 
reality offers an avenue for examining the attitudes and actions 
that the ritual encourages and the way in which these reinforce 
and define a world view For, as Geertz notes: 
It is in some sort of ceremonial form ... that the moods and 
motivations which sacred symbols induce in men [ and the 
ions of the order of existence which they 
formulate for men meet and reinforce one another (1966: 28). 
Using this framework of "moods and motivations" to examine the 
ritual, one can ident attitudes and actions that are essential 
to a believer. Six are readily observable: emotional 
and prayer, contact with God, "living .. and 
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community. 
Emotionalism is a maJor feature of this of 
Shouting, in ecstatic ng, 
" and of JOY are all manifestations of 
this mood. By dividing the ritual into the four maJor elements 
identified in the - music, prayer, testimony, 




the pr occurrences of this emotionalism. 
Ie of music sung in Holiness Tabernacle to the 
emotional side of human nature. This 
ual lends itself to exuberant even the most 
staid observer would have keeping his/her foot from 
t The songs are also imistic in content, ly 
dealing with one's love for the " day" of the 
Jesus' power to set all things 
Music also the mary mode for "getting " This is a 
feeling of JOY and exuberance brought on by the know of 
sanct and filled with the Holy Ghost" and a being " 
feel of closeness to God. who " happy" do Just 
that, smiling, leading a song, Jumping to their 
feet or from side to side. also occurs 
usual 
emotionalism at its 
in the form of ecstatic dance. 
for the person may 
shout, weep, and lose control of her body. 
This is 
The altar call also encourages emotionalism. This is the 
time when the invites anyone who is "in need of prayer" to 
come so the icipants are often al in an 
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open state. Three pray aloud 
over each person, while the "lays hands" on that person's 
head. This is often a very emotional 
characterized by shouting, and often 
the ethos of the altar call and music environments 
in which one can become free from worldly concerns, abandoning 
oneself to God. 
and are both a mood and a motivation. A 
1 mood is 
songs, and sermons. 
each test 
These elements continually stress the power, 
and 
motivat 
of God, creating attitudes of awe, of 
of obedience. These moods easily result in 
in the desire not Just to 
but actually to worship and 
thankful and 
This is a very 
maJor and basic motivation that works throughout the ritual. One 
acts on these motivations in a way to the 
test to God's role in one's 1 songs to the 
g of God, believ and following God's word as contained in 
In this way and as the Bible and in the sermon. 
both mood and motivat 
itself. 
continually fosters and reinforces 
also functions as mood and motivation. Like worship 
it involves while also including thanks and ition or 
ication. This attitude of and thanks grows out of a 
much different mood from that of songs or testi however. 
is one When prayer occurs in the ritual, the mood it 
of humility. The ion in a very subdued manner as 
the altar rail, no one loudly or playing 
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tambourines. Each person then kneels at the altar rail, in a 
of humility and 
with this the ation of 
ication. Once familiar 
prayer and the 
ion in the subdued ing induces a mood. 
The desire to act upon this mood transforms it into the action of 
prayer. 
The desire for contact with God is an enormous i 
motivation in this ritual, and will be dealt with at 
1 h in the fol it can be examined 
here in terms of the moods and motivations model. The motivation 








The ritual encourages it 
making the altar call a 
ing whose who do become 
then, views this contact as 
the ideal state to attain. This motivation encourages to 
become emotional involved in the to "get happy," to 
become involved in prayer. Actual on is 
usual manifest in ecstatic while generally 
by the ion while it occurs, is tacitly 
the intense levels of many events and the aid rendered by 
those 
The ritual also fosters the motivation to "live holy." The 
humility of prayer creates the desire to conform to God's wishes. 
Testimonies witness to the ive benefits of a holy life. The 
's sermon doctrine couched in 
and terms that the need to live 
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the Bible and to be obedient to God. Such elements constant 
reinforce hoI while not a worldly life or 
it to be in direct violation of God's commandments. 
Members carry this motivation out of the ritual and incorporate 
in into daily life. 
Finally, this ritual creates the mood and motivation of 
community. The stress on collective activity, which extends from 
singing in unison to simultaneous prayer, the use of titles that 
have a reality on for the group, the of testimonies 
that reveal experiences of God as well as ask for prayer 
- all these ritualistic foster a sense of community. The 
motivation for community grows out of the motivation to "live 
holy" and the accompanying that such a 1 is not 
supported by This, then, forces the group to recognize 
its unity and to desire to maintain this support system. 
These six moods and motivations are central attitudes and 
actions that the worsh 
are indeed "powerful, 
for the members. 
and long lasting, " for they 
inform people's ions and behaviors both in and out of the 
church context, often people to undergo the 
transformation of salvation or to commit their lives to the 
church. They carry a unique reality in the members' 
understanding, for they form a system. 






They are then proven to be real because they are 
the ritual does facilitate for 
This then reinforces the original socialized 
Thus, these moods and motivations are "uniquely 
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realistic." 
The notion of socialization is also relevant in an 
examination of reality as formulated by one's world view. Ritual 
is meaningful only if it can be set in a cosmological scheme. 
Ritual must either define or reinforce a particular world view. 
The maJor role that socialization in the of 
beliefs and ices would seem also to indicate that Holiness 
Tabernacle's members came to that church with a compatible world 
rather than having that conception of reality for 
them by ritual and doctrine. A person who had no belief in an 
afterlife would be very unlikely to be attracted to a church like 
Holiness Tabernacle, where the 
fundamental belief. Smart states: 
The ritual, cultic of rel 
the through which 
and the context therefore in which 
sense (1979: 20), 
ritual most importantly a 
of one's world view. 




role in the 
The Holiness Tabernacle ritual supports a distinct 
ion of God. Doctrine posits three manifestations of one 
God - God the Father (Creator), Son (Savior), and Holy Ghost 
(indwelling spirit). Ritual emphasizes the latter two, Jesus and 
the Holy Ghost. Verbal events stress the primacy that Jesus 
should hold in each person's life. He is the subJect of most 
songs - "Jesus Is the Light," "My Soul Loves Jesus" and is 
itioned in prayer, which must be by " your 
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mind on Jesus." Elder H. counsels who are to " 
it to Jesus." Sermons o£ten concern the power o£ Jesus - "Fix 
your heart on U "Jesus will com£ort you" and ism is 
valid i£ administered "in the name o£ Jesus only. n 
ial events prove the role o£ the Holy Ghost. "Getting 
and t prove that the Holy Ghost is the 
indwelling o£ God. The di£ferent character and length of 
the service from week to week demonstrates the of the 
Ghost. Ritual, 
and the Holy Ghost. These are a 
distinct roles £or Jesus 
of the members' world view, 
and them into daily life. Sister J. 




her in all 
and Minister S. believes that the 
of life: "He can come to 
you in the grocery store or tell you to direction. " 
This ritual also a distinct view o£ heaven and 
hell. The on salvation illustrates this most 
One must be "saved" in order to go to heaven upon dying; 
one will be sent to "the lake o£ fire." 
the saved will be " up" when Jesus comes The 
unsaved will be left on earth in the "tribulat " where the 
devil shall The 
£rom the pulpit, 
"£ire and brimstone" sermons~ 
message, as the ion 
of salvation is emphat 
Elder H. does not engage in 
reinforce this 
Galled Heaven" and "My 
Lord's Gett Us £or that Great status 
on the condition o£ £or only those who are 
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saved have the ability to encounter God directly the 
ritual and » happy." Thus, this 
ritual reinforces a classical 
afterlife that is drawn from a literal 
hell, and 
of the Bible. 
These of God and heaven that are 
in doctrine and acted upon in ritual must necessarily have 
ramifications for dai life. Ethics is one area in which this 
is easi seen. who are "saved and sanctified" must lead 
a life consonant with the life of Jesus. The Bible 
"Be ye n and one who is saved must strive to God's word. 
the church teaches that members may not dr smoke 
can't God smokin' an 01' c or "carouse, " 
"cuss," attend go bowl or go to events. 
Saints must avoid these "world " activit for the saved 
A member may person is al 1 in the of God. 
"backslide" and be lured back into the things of the world the 
devil. Minister S. said that she used to think that the devil 
was a "horned beast," but now she knows that he is a 
"He's » and can » in you.» He sets up "J 
millions of then carry out. 
"which his 
" is the way 
to combat the power of the devil and continue to live a holy life 
dedicated to God. 
directly out of views of 
and of Jesus that are 
this of and wrong grows 
of salvat of heaven and hell, 
and reinforced within the 
context of ritual. This ethical em, of which these 
that is markedly ions are a res a 1 
different from that of mainstream America. Ritual, while 
encouraging this 1 also offers a context in which it can 
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be reaffirmed and st in which the "r " 
of such a lifestyle is affirmed again and again. 
both world view and moods and motivat the 
relationship between and reinforcement is circular. 
Memb,:."rIr1 w:l.th a c w'c)rld view are with a ritual 
and belief that seems to t.hE.' 
wo:rld ViE?W that. hold. As 1e rf?d 
thei reI bel t that the way 
t.he world fH:.s thE:! world view in d.t.ua!. In 
this way, one who believes that she/he can encounter God t.hrough 
t possession becomes which then proves to her/him 
that God does indeed work in this way, a process that Peter 
"the j~nherent dialect.ic charact.er of the societal 
ritual is an of the process that makes 
the moods and motivations and world view y real in these 
them. 






of the case, only 
and 
scientifically dissected, for 
can, 
at ions of a 
aesthetically 
addition enactments, materializations, rea1izat.ions 
not only models what bel but also models 
the 
the believing of it. In these ic dramas men at.t.ain 
their faith as they it (1966: 29). 
In this way, the att. emot and actions that are 
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Role of Holy 
He's sweet I know; 
He's sweet I know. 
Dark clouds may rise; 
winds may blow. 
I'll tell the world 
Ev I go 
I've found the 
And He's sweet I know. 
ion "worship ied to any 
church indicates that church goers 
consider the and praise of God to be in their 
ritual. This ies also to Holiness of which 
Brother v. commented that the service is "obv to 
God. " the purpose of ritual "is not to 
provide a vehicle for but also to enable the believer to 
) the throne of grace' and even to encounter 
the Almighty directly" (Paris 1982: 45-6). Thus, the ritual also 
facilitates contact with God. Saints experience this presence of 
God through the Holy Ghost, which is considered to be the 
manifestation of God. The influence of the Holy Ghost extends 
far the ritual sett however. The Holy Ghost dwells in 
each saved person, who then views the Holy Ghost as the guiding 
e in both reI and daily life. Thus, the of 
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the Ghost is central to belief, and 1 
a that sets Pentecostalism off from other Christian 
denominations. 
One str characteristic of a Pentecostal and 
icularly a Black Pentecostal serv is that it initially 
appears to an outside observer to be rather chaotic and 
unordered. shout out "Amen!", "That's ri I", and "Thank 
you, Jesus" throughout much of the each element of the 
service is of a different and character each and 
Elder H., often two or three events occur simult 
Minister S., 
Minister H. 
and Mother M. may be over Brother V. while 
from the pulpit and Sister J. 
down the center aisle. Even after one has 
"dances" up and 
the rational 
and stable order within these seemingly chaotic 
service still seems very casual and informal. 
the 
What then 
delineates order from formal from informal? 
The Holy Ghost is the behind the 
ritual. 
be set, 
The appearance of chaos results from the conviction 
by Minister S. that, although an order of service may 
the length of each element and the response of the 
ion must be left to the presence of the Thus, 
the events of the service are not due to each person doing 
whatever she/he wishes or feels like doing, 
direct result of the guidance of and an 
Ghost. 
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but are instead a 
of the Holy 
Underneath these overt exercizes of freedom is the 
ion that, no matter how thoroughly one prepares for 
the final of the is in the hands 
of the Holy Spirit. God alone decides who shall take what 
and how long the service shall take (Mitchell 1970: 
47) . 
Mitchell further cites the treatment of music as 
characteristic of the inspired freedom valued in ritual. "Thus 
Black worship frowns on the meticulous adherence to the printed 
melodic line ... the soloist freely improvises as he [ is moved 
during the rendition" (1970: 47). 
It thus appears that the external imposed by humans, 
is the least important of the ri"!:.uaL The ritual would 
remain valid, although perhaps less effective, if the altar call 
were placed rather than the sermon. The 
of the members, and the freedom to have such 
are of highest priority; the order and of the 
ritual must be flexible enough to allow this. This often does 
create a very informal air during the service. People laugh 
the sermon, pass babies back and forth, and send notes to 
each other via the usher. There are, of course, tacit rules of 
behav but these rules are not rigid, for human need is more 
important than formal The treatment of the altar is a good 
of "this. While no one would sit on it or let their baby 
play on it, it is rather unceremoniously pushed aside when it is 
in the way. While many churches view the altar as sacred and 
therefore give it great and deference, here the altar, 
while not seen as simply a table, must not take precedence over 
the need of the congregation to crowd around the altar rail and 
pray. 
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If one may term the the order of 
informal, that which is internal may in a sense be labeled 
formal. The external is important only insof~r as it enables one 
to feel that presence of God. One's of God during the 
service is of primary concern. This by its very nature is 
internal and personal. This experience is the result of the 
working of the Holy Ghost within one. 
ive to the Holy Ghost is a primary 
being sensitive and 
of the ritual. 
Given that encounter God is of primary it is 
not that ritual facilitates this. Many of the ways in 
which this occurs have been discussed in previous sections, but 
will be examined further here. One very basic way in which 
ritual facilitates contact with God is through its reliance on 
the Holy Ghost as the pri This tells people 
that the Holy Ghost will indeed be active throughout the 
encourag them to be open and ive to its 
Perhaps this process may better be as one of 
facilitating an ion of as contact with God. 
As the movement of the ritual is entrusted to the power of the 
Holy Ghost, people live up to this ion ing 
their emotions and responses in these terms. This view of the 
Holy Ghost as princ fosters contact with the Holy 
Ghost by creating a framework in which one then 
individual 
Members who succeed in encountering God do so in ways termed 
"emotionalism." This includes a range of responses from 
t happy" to ecstatic dance, and is often used in 
Pentecostalism as a fanatical sect. studies 
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seem now to smack of as does this 
from E. T. 
The 
nor in intellectual 
He reli 
ly concerned with his own moral life 
s of dogma and tenets of faith. 
the waves of ecstatic 
to submerge himself in 
feeling produced in the 
religious crowd (1935: 25). 
Emotionalism is not, an but a 
imat..:? of the Holy Ghost. A more modern 
Ritual does not offer a means of escape but a 
at ion, in of bodily control, of how life 
is actually lived. first in 
is thius in the light of 
ritual .... Pentecostals do not simply abandom themselves in 
their services. I t.here is 
rituals in which t.he idea of tot.al loss of self 
cont.rol is int.roduced and dealt. wit.h (Wilson and Clow 
1981:249), 
Emot.ionalism is y ly in music and 
pnl.yer. feel t.he presence of God when are 
"under t.he into .. during the altar call. This refers t.o the 
time when each person is annointed with oil on his/her forehead 
in the of a cross and then over by 
Elder H., Mother M., and a minister. This obviously can become 
an intense experience. Jokes are sometimes made 
about other churches that. fan who in to 
them out of the service to a cot: "Lf you 
shcHltin' , t hold you." At Holiness 
altar call is deliberate very emotional and i and "I:he 
that is :is ven a ritualized outlet. 
This outlet is in the form of 
glossolalia - and ecstatic dance. 
in 
often associate 
lia with Pentecostalism, and rightly so, the 
experience of tongues first occurred at Pentecost, from which the 
name "Pentecostal" comes. However, in four months of field work 
at Holiness Tabernacle I discovered one person whe) in 
during the service 
Holiness Tabernacle is a 
This may be due to the fact that 
of both Pentecostal and 
holiness traditions. One maJor point of between these 
two groups is that the "distinctly 'Holiness' churches do not 
in 
,iCE~" 1979: 
elements seems to have 
attitude of 
However, Sister F. 
saved. 
are among t,he 
786) . The 
critics of the 
is of these two 
in Holiness Tabernacle an 
o:f ia but not a,ct:l.ve 
ioed th<'lit ia is required as 
Salvation has not occurred until the 
individual has manifested the "infill of the Holy Ghost" in 
thiE¥ wlay Some 
or will only 
utterance. " 
" wht:",neve:c 
out ,Like a 
will never 
occaa~ional "as the 
in 
;trit 
such as Minister S., have "the 
set their minds on God, 





usual after Eld(;?r H. has over her at the end 
of the altar call. She may rock back and forth or in her 
seat and utter a string of unintell ible lables for one or 
two mj.n followed by shouts of "HalleluJahl Thank you, 
Jesusl" No one ever s her glossolalia and the 
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may in announcements while she is still thus 
Ecstatic called the "Holy Dance," occurs with much 
and in a much wider range of women. While its 
individual basic form has been ained, there is some 
variation. Sister K. nevers leaves her pew, but "dances" in 
bent at the waist and J 
primarily moves only her upper body and 
violently. Sister M. 
in a violent, 
J 
the 
pattern. These two women engage in the Holy Dance with 
Sister J. and Sister M.S. march up and 






Sister J. int her walk with a period of violent 
I have observed neither the very young nor very old 
in the Holy Dance. 
God face to face" is not limited to these very 
visible forms of however. Weeping and 
are in fact the most common manifestations of the Holy 
Ghost; these 
and ecstatic 
occur in both men and women. Like 
these manifestations are never 
verbal 
appear to be 
in the ritual context. In fact, they often 
for the order of service may progress while 
someone is still shouting. tacit encouragement is very 
One woman takes the role of nurse every 
sitting in the front on the side and wearing a nurse's uniform. 
One of her maJor roles is to watch over people who become 
in some tissues, holding them up, or 
helping them back to their seats. In this way the church 
encourages and manifestations of the 
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Ghost. Such an attitude is 
churches that rush a 
y different from those of 
person out of the service. 
Ritual thus facilitates emotionalism. It allows to 
throw off their normal behavior and reserve and open themselves 
up t.o God. It allows them to their feel of intense 
JOY, an(~e, or release as the work of the Holy Ghost and 
then to manifest these in very visible ways, 
st 
others' iems. Permitt emotionalism thus 
belief in the power of the Holy Ghost and 
~?motionalism. 
One reason that a direct encounter with God is so 
ritual is because such an is a te for full 
One cannot be born into this sect or confirmed as a 
child but mus:t a distinc::t, 
usually occurs no earlier than a person's mid-teens. 
that 
Such an 
is in no way age-restr 
unusual for middle- persons t.o 
members. 5ist.er' V. was saved rather 
and it is not 
ism and become 
at age while 
Minister S. did not become a member until her forties. 
To become a one must be "saved." As discussed 
salvation is necessary for one to go to Heaven: the 
unsaved must suffer eternal damnation. Thus, one is "saved" from 
Hell and for God and eternal life. Salvation is not, an 
isolated event that then automatically ensures one access to 
He~ven. Salvation also involves dedicating one's life "to 
Christ. "In there are three to salvation, as 
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ned Sister F. The first is This refers to 
being sorry for one's sins and resolving never to sin A 
need not. itemize 
or ion; instead, 
in relation with God 
t"ln.d promising to live in 
by 
a way 
sins and them to the 
is seen as putting oneself 
"sorrowful" about one's 
ing to God. This is thus a 
very 
Brother V. 
event, which may occur as a crisis 
recalls being overwhelmed with a sense of guilt and 
shame during a service. 
ized. 
After repenting, he asked to be 
Baptism is the second that follows this and 
comm:itment. Baptism must be by full immersion and said "in the 
name of Jesus only" for it to be valid. The one to be baptized 
:i.s white "paJama-like" clothing to wear, the color white 
puri Each church owns a "pool" in which the head 
deacon totally immerses the person. Sister V. this as 
one's in which the old, sinful self 
remains down in the water. 
At this point, one is " to start to saved ... 
Although one's "spirit ism" may occur immediately after or 
even, in rarr=- cases, before one is water most 
must " for the " for one to two weeks. After Sister J. 
was ized the min:ister asked her if she wished to .. " 
pray at the altar for the Holy Ghost. She, however, had "had 
for one night." A few later she was "filled with the 
Holy Ghost." Brother V. tarried for two weeks before he received 
the Holy Ghost. He thought he "had :it" but "each time the 
mothers 'See you next time!'" The evidence for the 
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infill of the Holy Ghost is that one so affected will 
immediately in tongues. This can come to a 
person in her/his seat, for it occurs whenever a person is truly 
However, it usually occurs while one is at the 
altar dur the altar call. This is by all accounts 
a event that alters the course of one's life: 
one feels "born U (see following ) . One is now 
official saved 
Not only have these members of their sins and 
received new 1 but now the Holy Ghost dwells within. 
Pentecostals take and ly the chal 
Peter on the Day of Pentecost: "repent, and be 
everyone of you in the name of Jesus Christ 





the Holy For the promise is to you and your 
children ... (Acts 2:38- in Nichol 1966: 1). 
One is now " and filled with the Holy Ghost" 
(sanctification to the commitment to lead a holy 
life). This indwell of God becomes a of each 
person's daily exi of that person. 
Since the Holy Ghost is an indwelling rit, it is 
with and in each saved person. One of its primary roles 
is thus Such an of the Holy Ghost is not 
one of as when one encounters God in a very 
emotional, ritualized way, but is rather one of 
message. It may be in the form of a voice or a vision. Minister 
S. told how she was in bed one night and thought that she heard 
her husband She asked him what he had but he denied 
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and teased her about th She then 
realized that it was God to her. God told her again in 
words and also gave her a vision, calling her to be a minister 
on and what Bible passage to and even tell her what to 
use. 
Sister J. knows that God is "in" her, for she says, "I live 
for Him. When I wake up in the I thank him for 




Ghost is there "to lead and guide you," but 
let themselves" in front of the Holy Ghost.» 
God may "put something on you." This is very 
serious and may have profound ramifications for a person's life. 
Sister J. and Minister S. both have maJor afflictions 
and heal bacause of their initial refusal to 
listen to what the Holy Ghost was telling them to do. 
In the late 1970's, Sister J. was aware of the Holy Ghost 
call her to one of the of the 
mentioned in conJunction with in She 
this call, however. One 
walk or use her hands. 
she discovered that she could not 
She could do nothing but lie on her 
and someone had to care for her and carry her around. She 
went to several different but no one could find an 
ion for her This continued for a month. When 
she the Holy it told her that she had to 
"I didn't want to do it, but you have to let the 
it you." God removed her affliction immediately and 
she since has had no recurrence of this 
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Minister S. 's is even more dramatic. God called her 
three times to become a minister, both words and visions 
and even tell her what to on. however, did not 
want to have to be a minister and she did not do as the t 
directed. Because of her disobedience, God caused her to have a 
car accident. Someone had had an accident in the exact a 
year before and all the had been killed. God 
her 1 but one was severely Doctors told her 
that she would never walk without crutches 
years she underwent extensive knee surgery, 
For seven 
the removal 
of her knee cap. She had crutches and wore a knee 
but it was y difficult and for her to 
around. She left the house to go to the doctor's and to 
and she had to have someone else do the housework and 
take care of her. 
On June 1 1 Minister S. went to a revival at Holiness 
where she had been a member for about ten years. She 
felt worse that than she ever 
killers. After the service, 
and asked how she was feel He 
suddenly she felt something like 
she was on 
Elder H. came down to her pew 
to pray over 
in her leg. 
when 
Sister 
I. that her leg J three times. Minister S. threw 
down her off her and runn all 
around the church. She has since had no trouble with her 
claims that her knee cap has and walks without any 
trace of a 1 
and her was 
Christian program. 
An article about this in a local paper 
told on "The 700 Club," a nationally-televised 
It was not until of that year that 
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she final decided to devote herself to being a minister She 
is now the head minister at Holiness Tabernacle and ly 
in other related churches. 
The Holy Ghost also has the power to heal illness and 
inJuries that were not "put on" someone by God. Mother M., who 
in her ies, thanked everyone one for 
prayer that was held in her house while she was sick. She said 
that she hadn't been to see a doctor in two years and that she 
didn't need for "God Minister S. testified 
a service that the doctor had told her that she would 
have to have an ion ly due to a heart condition). 
When she went the was gone. He then told her that 
she would have to "be on the machine" for several weeks. She 
last and hadn't been "on the 
machine" all week. 
The of the Holy Ghost is not directed at 
issues of such consequence. As mentioned the Ghost 
may de the one to 
direction or to one in the grocery as Minister S. 
explained. In this way, God, manifested in t is with 
each saved person every 
The Holy Ghost is thus a of bel ritual, 
and dai life. In all three the Ghost is 
sometimes radically and ly, as when one is 
and sometimes very et and internally, as when the 
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Ghost a leader to the choice of a reading 
for the next service. This is lways a very 
for it is somet that is and felt within 
as that person is in direct contact with God. This ion of 
the Holy Ghost fits well with Wilson and Claw's descr ion of 
Pentecostalism: 
Pentecostal worship thus focuses upon Bnd 
to ze feel rather than t or 
Its dominant are those which have to do with states 
of dissociation between body and mind. For the Pentecostal, 
God is not so much seen as heard - and not so much heard as 
felt. It is a reI of 'inner feel 'which is made 
manifest in bodi states. the rhetoric of sin 
and ance, ism and by 
in the Pentecostal confronts the 
loss of self and finds self located within a 
scheme in which abandonment of control is the 
ive process (1981: 245). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Th~ Church as World Apart 
"Some of my ives Just go to church on Sunday 
and are all staunch and the same hymns and say 
say the same prayers, and then they smoke and drink 
and cuss for the rest of the week. But you can't 
be religious Just one day a week." ( of 
Sister V. ) 
Holiness Tabernacle a reI ous for its 
members. These people do not confine religion to church on 
but instead use it to order their 1 as Sister V. 
in the above. Ritual creates moods and 
motivations and a framework for the acting out of 
bel but it does not confine these emot actions, and 
beliefs to a ritual context. I ritual encourages the 
ion of reI ion into daily life through the use of the 
testimony, on a famil with the and the 
of conversion and God as an 
indwell irit. 
Such religious however, are not those of the 
maJority of Christian denominations nor are they the values of 
wider American Holiness Tabernacle members are ful 
aware of this and self- strive to live a life , a 
life in accordance with the wishes of God and their 
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of the dictates of the Bible The church then becomes a 
community, a sort of world where 
and world views are a reality and reinforced. 
Holiness Tabernacle and its 
Original Glorious Church of God in Christ, 
the 
fall into the 
classification of sect, rather than that of church. Authors have 
variously defined these two words. A maJor definition, first 
by Ernst Troeltsch and later used by 
the church as the secular world. 
universal and children may be born into the church; 
thus rather flexible and ive, ing 
behaviors found in Much emphaSis falls 
sacrament. A sect, however, is a form of 
the established church and society. r't 
Christ and a literal ion of the 
classifies 
Membership is 
the church is 
many of the 




the established Church of ignoring this ideal. 
is and is on behavior rather 
than on highly formalized ritual. 
by of a sect, 
definition reJects the world as it is. 
Holiness Tabernacle by 
It also reJects the 
Church's sacramental approach to salvation in favor of 
ion through complete faith in and reliance upon the Word" 
(Schwartz 1970: 57 8). Members achieve salvation through a 
profound, personal transformation that is a shedding of one's 
sinful life a worldly life followed by the dedication of 
one's life to Christian ion - a life to God. 
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This is in line with the doctrine of holiness that extends 
back to century Methodist theology and is now a 
of Holiness Tabernacle's three stage Journey to salvation. When 
one s, one also makes a commitment to lead a holy 1 
it after God and the life of "as Sister F. 
says. Minister S. feels that this makes a holiness church 
" than a "substitute" church: "in other as long 
as you tithe on you can lead your old life all week 
Sister I. has always felt that "a Christian's life should 
be different." When she decided that she wanted to lead a 
worldly 
that a 
she "come out," leaving the church because she felt 
Christian life demanded from the world. 
Christians must to "live like Jesus Christ every " by not 
of what worldly 
Members 
Christian life in the 
world. " Sister J. 
do. " 







must live in this world, but do not have to engage 
in the same "earthly activities": "we are a iar set 
aside. " activities are proscr such as 
bowling, gambling, ball games, secret and 
conversations. " there is not a list of 
ibited activities set down that each person must careful 
memorize in order not to although my question about 
proscribed 
informant. 
activities elicited a similar list from each 
Most informants stressed that the desire to do such 
simply falls away upon saved. Sister I. told of how 
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she used to like to go and attend but since she 
was "made a new creature" over thirty years ago when she was 
she never has wanted to do these worldly things. 
The life of a holiness adherent is far from and 
however. Most members dress well, own at least one car, 
and have homes that in no way differ in appearance from other 
homes in the ne seems to own a televis 
often a 
Deacon A. 
one that rather dominates the living room, and 
trades video cassette tapes of matches with 
Sister L. 's husband. Such socialized materialism would seem to 
be directly 
the world,« 
to the motto "in the world but not of 
lly since members not only own these worldly 
i but use such items as their televisions to watch 
events and movies 
ibited. 
activities that several informants listed as 
Members seem to veiw materialism as 





movie- but everyone owns a t.v. How, do the saints 
view money? Sister V. feels that money itself is not evil, but 
the Bible says that the love of money is. Since the saints are 
still "in the « they need money to and God 
skills and abilities so that they can earn money. 
Minister S. says that money is evil only if it is "used in the 
wrong ive. n God "Seek ye first the kingdom of 
God ... and the rest will be added. " She feels that God wants 
"health and " for holiness "He don't want us 
to be ly [ragged?]. If you put God first and tithe, God 
will take care of the rest. « 
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The church requires all members to tithe ten of 
their in order to n it back to the " as Sister 
I. explains . tithing, members share the money that they have 
obtained their faith in God and their God- ven 
abilities. This money then pays for the worldly meeds of the 
church as an institut cover the 's 
maintenance of the building, and so forth - what Sister V. terms 
"the of the church and the of the ministry.« 
"money Just stretches. n Sister J. has found that when she t 
Even when it seems that she cannot pay her bil somehow the 
needed money appears. Sometimes when money is really 
t , someone will shake her hand after church and slip her some 
money, even she has not mentioned her situation to anyone. 
Sister V. cites ist T., the woman who led their recent 
revival, as one who has the faith to totally on God. She 
travels around the ing and so does not hold a 
st J but recieves her income from "love » She 
and her husband are now ng a trusting in God to find a 
way to the money will need. 
The members of Holiness Tabernacle a wide range of 
incomes and educations. Members are neither opulent nor poor, 
but they also do not reflect middle class America. Those with 
the lowest incomes are ly those women who are both 
elderly and widowed. These women characteristically did not 
attend col and held a variety of cooking or 
ions. Sister I. worked on and off doing housework, while 
her husband was the "neighbor Junk man." Sister F. also did 
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while her husband worked first at a shoe 
and then as a custodian. These two women are in their early 
e:eventiE's. Sis"t.er J. and Minister S., who are in their late 
fift both had education beyond high school. Sister ,1. went 
to college and worked as a cook and a after getting 
married. Minister S. worked as a practical nurse for many years, 
lat.er ng to become a certified medical assistant. Her 
husband works for U.S. Steel. Some of the younger members, in 
their th:i.rt seem to hold off:i.ce and cash:i.er Jobs. V:i.rtul:"lLly 
all of the women who are able hold at least a -time Job. 
Sister and Brother V., who are :i.n the:i.r late twent are 
affluent. The:i.r home was pre v owned by a doctor and :i.s :i.n 
what appears to be a m:i.ddle to upper middle class neighborhood. 
Both work full time, he as an ic:i.an and she as a production 
manager for a local company. The younger members are more likely 
to be better educated and hold better Jobs, 1 the 
that Pentecostal and holiness adherents are 
drawn from the lower, impoverished class. Even in a 
church as small as Hol:i.ness several younger members 
have gone on to advance their educations and their careers while 
ly within the church. Sister F. 's who 
grew up in Holiness :i.s working on her Ph.D. at a 
maJor and remains a staunch and active believer. 
Sister V.'s who is an air traffic control has 
achieved distinction as the only woman, Black or White, ever to 
hold her current tion. She is an evangelist in the sect. 
This excursion into the educational and work backgrounds of 
several members provide an underst of the role and 
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of money in these 's lives. While observers 
have often holiness as a religion of the uneducated 
and this shows that such a view is not 
valid, although the maJor of members are working class. This 
background also shows that these are in one sense very 
much "of the world," for they subscribe to the secular 
educational hold "worldly" J and save for the future. 
The dichotomy between what is worldly and what one can do 
within the context of a and righteous life seems to fall 
between activities that are "and the of 
material Activities that cause association with a 
wide assortment of worldly that are purely self-
that may in some way be vaguely sexual to the 
mov dr going to parties are worldly and thus not in 
accordance with a Christ like life. Material 
are the result of hard work and of developing God 
skills and abilities. Members may own cars, cl and 
which are both the result of honest work that 
every person must do in order to survive and also obJects of 
utility, rather than simply self-indulgent activities. 
Such an of an other-worldly life is very 
different from that of other re groups that also consider 
themselves to be in this world but not of it. John Wilson has 
created various of two of these being 
introversionist and utopian. The Amish fall under the first 
for they the world to be evil and react by 
withdrawing and gaining strength from a community for 
sustaining a holy life. While shunning such modern conveniences 
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as electricity, cars, and even buttons, they live 




ly go into town for various necessities. The 
are a utopian sect. They also the world as 
they feel that salvation can be achieved only by 
returning to a strictly Scripturally-based life. 
God thus is established on earth by proper human 
The Kingdom of 
action. They 
also avoid all modern conveniences but, unlike the Amish, live in 
a very strict, 
with outsiders. 
isolated commun with very resticted contact 




far removed from the values and 1 
The Amish very little, 
of Western 
and the Hutterites 
in what most westerners would define as "the world." 
Such a group as Holiness Tabernacle is, in very much 
within mainstream America. do not envision a holy life as 
one that isolation or well-defined ion from 
is one that 
of modern life. allows for 
Schwartz 
Their 
ion in virtual 
"These 
of a life 
all 
then, are other-wor 
in a very qualified sense and remain well within the basic 
Protestant orientation to the world" (1970: 88). 
a 
Although Holiness Tabernacle does not advocate a life of 
radical ion from this members nonetheless have a 
sense of very different from their neighbors. While an 
outside observer might the daily life of B member to be 
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no different from that of the 1 
of set is very real for these people. 
the 
In 
to day activit members differ from larger society not in 
what the but in what they do do, in their avoidance of 
certain rather commonplace activities movie-going, dancing, 
drinking - because are sinful. The difference in 1 
extends beyond a list of prohibited activit however. The 
of salvation and the empirical confirmation of being 
different also contribute to the church's self-understanding as 
a group set 
Being saved is a maJor event in the life of a member. It 
marks a dramatic break in one's condition, a movement from a 
worldly, sinful life where one is doomed to eternal damnation, to 
rebirth into a life committed to God and holding the Joyful 
of heaven. It is a process of aligning one's life with 
the ideals of this religious community. Informants 
discussed the transformation wrought by being saved. 





though she was raised in a holiness church. Before she was 
she used to be "very hot tempered and rowdy,» and she 
loved to go out "carousing." She used to carry a knife at all 
times so that she would be if anyone tried to "abuse" 
her. If someone said something to her that made her angry, she 
would pull her knife on them. Everyone noticed a change in her 
after she was saved. She is now much humbler and no longer goes 
out y She has lost her hot temper: when "say 
t " to it usually does not bother her at all, but if it 
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she says, "God bless you." Sister I. likewise 
describes her salvation as one that e££ected a loss o£ 
worldly desires. She used to love to "go dancing and go to 
ies and « but now she no ever has even the 
desire to do these things. 
made her a "new creature. « 
She this by that God 
Brother V. describes a radical change that trans£ormed his 
outlook on li£e. He says that when he went to the altar rail 
during the service in which he was he knew that he wanted 
to " " himsel£ "to God's " He £eels that this is the 
emotional and 
however, lasts £or 
itual zenith o£ one's li£e. The £eel 
even remaining £or a £ull year. 
One constantly £eels "zealous" and "on £ire £or God." This 
intense 
him. 
even trans£ormed the events o£ daily li£e £or 
nature overwhelmed him when he went outside, £or 
he saw God's hand in all o£ creation. Even was a new 
In his following two years of col he received 
one while ously his had been average. 
small desire was intensi£ied. " 
Salvation thus into a new li£e. Not only is 
emotional the o£ saved itsel£ a very 
event, but it also marks the shedding o£ an old way o£ li£e. 








o£ their lives as divided by 
life both before and 
between the two proves to 
o£ a profound, trans£ormative salvation 
Thus, members £eel that they lead lives very 
8'7 
and first discussed in chapter one. The titles "mother" 
and "deacon" have validity and meaning only for those who 
subscribe to this system. Both an outside observer and a member 
can refer to someone as "Mother," but only for the member will 
such a des ion call to mind the host of connotations, 
emotions, and roles that have a reality within the church world. 
Li 
and 
the church mother affords one 
but only within the church. 
visibility 
first establishes these titles and 
The ritual context 
which then identify 
in all 
has a tit 
of church activities. Thus, each member 
and often also a role, that is meaningful only to 
the group, thereby working to define this collection of people as 
communi 
The church also builds community by providing support, for 
the church constitutes a body of like-minded believers. Members 
here a of beli emotions, and attitudes, 
in testimony, song, prayer, and ion. All 
around them are 
fervently 
The 
who are also "getting happy," who are also 
who also 
between this 




living daily life with worldly people also serves to support a 
sense of communiity, a haven where those who share specific 
values and 1 can gather. 
Because the church is a collection of like-minded bel 
it acts to reinforce these beliefs and strengthen the members for 
the ahead. Ritual is especially effective in this capacity, 
as discussed in three. As everyone prays, sings, and 
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testifies in the same manner, ng the same moods and 
motivat each individual finds her/his matching attitudes and 
actions affirmed and reinforced. By affirming each saint's 
1 and belief the ritual also acts to strengthen 
that person for the week during which he/she must live according 
to the church's teachings but without the direct 
he red community. 
of the 
Holiness Tabernacle thus has a for its members as a 
commun through, among other things, the use of 
1 tit its existence as a body of like-minded bel 
and the role of ritual as affirming and reinforcing belief. The 




and pride that would not be available to them 
It is crucial to note here that many of the 
and active members are older women with little or 
no advanced education - women who much of their lives 
a family and working -time as 
Women have always held prominent roles in holiness churches 
and also in Pentecostal churches, although the literature 
indicates that women are holding fewer positons of importance as 
churches become more formalized and routinized. Women first were 
prominent in the holiness movement, which was born into the pre-
Civil War perfectionist, reforminst current. They later were 
instrumental in both the organization and the growth of 
Pentecostalism. The first person to speak in tongues at Rev. 
Charles Parham's school was a woman, and women subsequently 
founded denominations and served as ministers, missionaries, 
and so forth (Dayton and Dayton 1976: 91; Barfoot and 
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1980: 2). The Or Glorious Church of God in Christ 
itself was founded a woman. 
but no woman has held that 
Her successor was also a woman, 
ion since the early 1940's. 
Indeed, women can not be the highest position 
attainable. No one was able to to me why this is so. 
Sister F. said that she had never thought about it before. The 
Bible says that in Christ there is "neither male nor 
it also does not say anything about women bishops. 
n but 
She finally 
said that there are many women ministers, 
"agree with women bishops." 
but she Just does not 
Although many sects now deny high ions of organization-
wide power to women, women still are very active on the local 
level, where the sense of community is Several 
authors have that the notion of a "calling" and the 
universal availabiltiy of salvation have allowed for relative 
ity in local churches. Holiness Tabernacle is predominantly 
for there are characteristically five men in a 
ion of thirty adults. Sister V. was very interested in 
my ion about the sex differential, that she had 
this some thought. (She seems more interested in such issues 
than other women members. 
claim that would never 
Her mother told me that she used to 
married but would instead pursue a 
career. She since has married and has an infant, but she and her 
husband both work full-time and share equally the care of their 
child.) She first said that women are more emotional, while men 
are "too tied up in being macho to let down their pride and 
humble themselves. W She then said that church also these 
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women "a chance to ," because " i_s 
in church" and everyone is treated ly. She no·ted that 
church gives women chances that they do not have in 
Thus, an essential function of the church as community is 
its ability to affirm each member's worth. This is ly 
noticeable in the active ion of so many women, but i-t 
also ies to the men, who do not suffer the of 
sexism but still must combat the effects of racism and classism. 
This of community is summed up in the fol 
The ty found in the church to be 
and to be "somebody," has stimulated the 
the self- of many who would 
and possibly completely 
wants to receive recognition and feel 
tha.t hE' 
neE'd ( 
is The Negro church has supplied this 
and Nicholson 1971: 289). 
of the Pentecostal/holiness tradition demand a 
life lived "in the world but not of the world." This is not a 
life,? of radical wi t,hdraw.,.l from but it. is a way to live 
in the world without in those activities that are 
" It and self-- and therefore and 
sin:fuL Members not only a sense (Jf 
this restriction cm their I but they also feel set 
because of the transformation that salvation works in their 
lives. Members often describe this profound as a 
reb:i.rth, h contrasted to their previous, unsaved existence. 
These experiences of dif:ferent from lead the 
members to turn in to the church for support and reinforcement, 
creat a distinct commmunity that then des 
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and £or the 
as members strive to live a li£e o£ hoI 
£or women. 
set apart 
£rom soc create a church commun 
vision o£ the church as a world 
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CONCL.USION 
One now can see that Pentecostal ritual is indeed much more 
than a chaotic collection of shout 
and uncontrolled emotionalism. It is a movement that 
grew out of intellectual, sO(1ial, and reI 
of the mid-nineteenth century, creat an 
(lhurches that to needs 
Protestant bodies. It continues to teach "the 
CJurrents 
of sects and 
the maJor 
essentials 
of the Christian reI " while on the written word of 
the Bible with "an unreflecting fundamentalism" (Bloch Hoell 
1964: 97) • The service each week follows a 
of individual elements var and behavior the 
follc)ws a do not shout dur the 
consecrational song or engage in ecstatic dance during the 
sermon, but submit to this emotionalism only at i(:: 
in the ritual. Such an understanding of Pentecostalism 
"retrieve[s] it from the realm of the exotic or the bizarre" 
(Paris 1982: vi). 
The emotionalism and reliance on the Holy Ghost within the 
Pentecostal/holiness tradition does set the Pentecostal church 
off from most Christian denominat however. 
Holiness Tabernacle members strive to live a life "set " a 
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life that reflects Christian ideals and the of Christian 
ion. Johnson Benton claims that the holiness tradition 
actually has the 
in the dominant, 
effect, 
middle class values of soc 
lower class groups 
by 
" and self-direction" (1961: 309,315). Virtually all 
members of Holiness Tabernacle do subscribe to institutionalized 
attitudes toward material Job and so but 
also strongly reJect some of middle class society. 
from such activities as drinking and to the 
movies, members set themselves off from mainstream America. 
Thus, l:Lve em two very much "in 
the world" while to be "not of the world." 
This concept of living on a ane removed from the world 
contains an understanding of an ever- God that one can 
enc:~ounter di.rectly. The ritual fosters this understanding by 
l'f:'nCOurag during which one can "see God face 
to fac~e ... Members then carry this outside of the 
ritUlE:1.l context into their daily I ,,[here are aware of 
Geld's constant, care and This sense t.hat members are 
ae:t Llvi.ng their religicm, that their of God are 
very immediate and the ritual an aura. of 
~:md excitement. thl?lt is mi from many 
Protestant churches of 
This constant between ritual and daily life has, in 
a broader sense, further ramifications for -the Black church. The 
church was the first public organization over which 
Black Americans could hold control and even ownership. As 




to a sense of achievement and self-worth, to 
and influence in a context from an 
that claimed that Black people were not fully 
human. The church still functions in this way today, 
for women. Women who have much of their lives 
confront racist, family and working as 
and classist atti have opportunities within the 








As Sister V. 
look to them with and admiration as 
the sermon, and lead the service. 
"Everybody is somebody in church." 
Such a study as this, constrained by many is 
necessarily limited in focus and depth. I have been 
's I 
of some of the ways in which 
both in the ritual sett 
however, to come to an 
ritual acts in these 
itself and in the that follow church attendance. I have 
ored an area that is documented in the literature and 
thus have in some way contributed to an of 
Pentecostalism and human reli behavior. 
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